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Governor Mills demonstrated yesterAlday that it is feasible to leave for
a
transact
In'
the morning,
buquerque
interview-manof
amount
business,
large
in the
people, and be home
same
the
evening.
capital
First Woman School Director.
Progressive San Juan county is to
the fore with the first woman school,
director ever elected in Xew Mexico.
Mrs. Mary A. Willbank of Bloomfield,
was a successful candidate at the recent election for school i.irector. Her
election was the result c." the recent
1 Frank W.
opinion of Attorney Genei
are
women
eligible to the
Clancy that
office.
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed Antonio A. Gonzales of Clapham, Union
county, a notary public.
Incorporation.
In corporation papers were filed today in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Williamson
Ranch and Store Company of Glorieta,
Santa Fe county. The incorporators
and directors are: Nellie B. Williamson, of Glorieta, 40 shares; Thomas B.
Brown, of Philadelphia, 10 shares;
ienrrp P. Williamson. 1 share. The
capitalization is $10,000, divided into
200 shares, but the company begins
business on a paid up capital o $2,- 550.
District Court.
An interesting suit was brought this
forenoon in the district court for Taos
county by Charles W. Bowne, vs. The
Mesa Irrigated Lands Company of Arroyo Hondo, Taos county; George A.
Cockburn of Denver, E. H. Hughes, H.
B. Watson, C. A. Watson. The plaintiff sets up that he had been induced
a
by fraudulent representation to sign
and
lands
for.,
to
contract
pay $3,999.96
water which he asserts the defendant
did not own. He was also induced to
give up his residence and a lucrative
business in Illinois. He therefore asks
for $5,000 which includes damages.
CONGRESS MAY NOT
ADJOURN UNTIL JULY.

Secretary G. A. Fleming of the Las Washington, D. C, April 27. TheoParis, April 27. Colonel Roosevelt
this morning saw a portion of the gar- - Vegas Commercial Club is very active dore Roosevelt for the United Stales
rIson of pari3 perform war operations m seeing to it. that Las Vegas and Senate as successor of Chauncy
The ma East Las Vegas are given a correct.
on the field of Vincennes.
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every possible way
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from politics leaves
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capsules of cyanide on September 13;
portunity. But, nevertheless, every
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5 and 12 on Decern- - FIGHT OVER CENSUS
person who has any doubt about
"t
RETURNS ON ALREADY.
on th census
h ,d j,
jtator of the party in Xew York state.
ber 9.
;the coupon below, nut in his name and The party leaders believe that Mr.
Lasier Williams, clerk in the Breck- lein store, said when Dr. Hyde's or- - Denver Claims 25,000 People More adfires5 and send it to the census of Rooseviet will come to realize that the
More Than the Official Returns
fice in this city. The work of taking exigencies in Xew York state demand
ders were first telephoned to the store,
Will Give.
the census in two wards has beenja strong factor m the race this fall
he suspected an error, and telephoned
i
practically completed and in the other li the Republicans are to be success-twDr. Hyde. "I called Dr. Hyde, asked
Denver, Co!o., April 27, And now
wards will be c'osed by Saturday 'f"1 at the polls. With Roosevelt as
if he ordered cyanide," said Williams, j comes
to
J.
Sours
Paul
Postmaster
for the Senate, it is
and the result then
evening
"He answered he had. He said he de-- tal-:Snnprvini' 4 R 1Te- dieted the Republican party will easily
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stand
for
the
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Williams
said
to
sired
kill dogs."
Gaffey of the cengus bm.eau jn Wg eg. years as official.
regain control of the legislature and
had never betore sold cyanide to a timate that the
population of Denver
Roosevelt's personality in the cam- physician and never sold it in capsule is not more than 180,000.
paign will bring success to the entire
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form to anybody but Dr. Hyde.
Postmaster Sours believes that the
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Kansas City, April 27 The story
of Dr. Hvde's alleged purchases of
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The hearing of the

and

charged with
Tr"jilio with

boys

assaulting

t0 m
gun yesieruay morning ueiore justice
Alarid ended at noon today and close
observers of the case declare that the
mystery of George Trujillo's death
now remains almost as much of a
mystery as ever. The boys were held
under a $2,000 bond for all three for
the action of the grand jury which
meets in the fall. By that time it is
hoped that more light may be thrown
-on the case.
j
These facts have been brought out
evi-j-at the hearing in Justice Alarid's
court: The bullet that killed George
i
Trujillo was a 22 short and not long
weighed 2G grains; it was either
fired at close range or if at a distance
.
in a downward direction; if in a downj
must
ward direction, Mr.
Trujillo
j
have been leaning over on his horse
to have allowed the bullet to plough
o
through the brain in the course it
took; it seems very likely that if the
bullet thai killed Mr. Trujillo was
1
fired at a good distance it was a stray
shot which may never be accounted
for.
Moccasin Tracks.
There was a mild sensation sprung
population of Denver is about 195,000
at this morning's hearing when Attorand he bases his estimate upon the
ney A. IS. Renehan of the firm of Rene-ha- n
National
to
Be
Guard
Company
Organnumber of persons served by mail car
& Davies, and
Colonel G. W.
THING U
ized in Live Town on the Peccs,
TURKS
riers from the Denver postoffice. He
Friehanl, of counsel for the boys who
in
Guadalupe County.
has just completed a report which he
were out shooting the day of the tragmafcpe annually fnr the linstnffipp de- edy,
brought out the point that moc27.X.
Fort
-A
M.,
IH CHINA nartment. at Washington showing that
Sumner,
April
casin tracks freshly made had been
DEFEAT
canvass has been made of the
1S5,000 persons are served by carriers
discovered within 75 to 100 yards of
L
10
ouinneiueiermu.e
in Denver. He estimates that there l:llJ 01
the place where Mr. Trujillo fell. It
are close to 10,000 persons in the city whether they are in a mood to consid-no- t
is
thought tihat these tracks may figure
Reports of Rioting in Hunan
included in this report, whidli pr the organization of a compony of Upper Albania Is
as a possible clue and lead to prove
Running
National Guard. The result of the
Received Through Private would bring the population up to 193,-ith- e canvass
that others may have been shooting.
Red With Blood of
000.
surprised even the most hope- John H. Walker, the well known surSources
Fort Sumner
W. F. R. Mills, secretary of Jhe ful of its promoters.
and A. B. Craycraft the. photoChristians
veyor,
chamber of commerce census bureau
.therefore, have the next corn- grapher, who had gone over the land
has completed his lists and has turned pany of the National Guard. This puts
where the tragedy occurred testified
PEKiN them over to
UPRISING
Supervisor McGaffey for Fort Sumner on the may in new ways. WOMEN MO CHILDREN KILLED they had seen the tracks.
MflYJNVQLVE
men
checking. These lists show the popu- There are several experienced
Fritz Myers testified that he lived
lation of the city to be above 200,000. here who can drill the recruits,
on the Bishop rancih and that the rifle
Servants and Coolies Leaving
Supervisor McGaffey will have the among them being Captain J. H. Keel- Bombardment of Town
one of the boys took from the
by Artil- which
official enumerators working
under
L. R. Schoch, J. A.
Lieutenants
ranch
Threathe
ing,
to
day of the tragedy had been
Escape
Capital
him to check their lists for every Xorthington and J. C VanDyke.
lery Results in Frightful
loaded without the knowledge of the
tened Bloodshed.
house in the city against the lists
Loss of Life.
boy wbo had left the rifle on the
turned over by Mills.
Bill
BADLY MANGLED BY BEAR
Statehood
ranch about Christmas, 1909, and had
to
Hold
Up
Disposition
IN ZOOLOGICAL
GARDEN.
Peking, April 27 Reports of riotseen it unloaded.
Until Census Figures Are
27.
The last
Constantinople,
April
Mr. Jennings of Willard was put on
ing in Hunan Province, though sup- HE COULDN'T MAKE A
Announced.
Xew York, April 27. With tihe body
Kachanik the stand and told
have
LIVING HONESTLY. and mangled by teeth and claws, and Turkish troops stormed
about the carrying
Washington, April 27. As the re- pressed by the native papers, cause
New York, April 27. Jack Hatha- his left arm almost torn from its Pass in upper Albania in an effort to power of Stevens' rifles. He estimated
sult of- - recent conferences between been received here and are the
on
that beyond 50 yards they were not
way, once widely known as a racing socket, Richard Spicer, a keeper at dislodge the Albanian Tebels, but
the President and the senate and of unrest among servants and coolies
both occasions were driven back with accurate.
house leaders, it is expected that who are said to be leaving Peking in man, bookmaker and poolroom pro- the Bronx park zoo, was unconscious
considerable loss. Fears are now enHeard No Shots.
caucuses of the House Republicans large numbers, because of whisperings prietor, committed suicide last even when rescued from the bear pit after tertained
for the
of the towns
occur
in
this
to
an
of
city.
In his testimony yesterday afteruprising
will be called before the session is
ing by shooting himself in a Brooklyn a desperate struggle with an angry of Pristina and safety
Prisrend in northern noon Hijinio Pacheco, the man who
much older for the consideration of The local authorities give assurances saloon. Ever since the restrictions bear. Elwyn Sandborn, the photograA
Monastir.
from Saknjka last saw Mr.
not
special
tlhat
the
is
there
danger
on betting in this state he had been pher, escaped from the pit with minor
slightest
the postal savings bank bill and the
alive, stated that
that 500 Albanians, chiefly wom- he had heard Trujillo
says
60
no shots and denied that
and
He
was
old
bill. This is the plan of an outbreak here.
with
a
hurts
after
hard
the
despondent.
years
fight
en and children, are reported killed he had
famous for his immaculate attire.
any knowledge of a bullet enfavored in the talks between the leadin an
of tering his wagon or
H, B. HOLT IN WASHINGTON
artillery bombardment
ers and the President.
striking the lumDodaunts by Turkish forces.
ON ENGLE DAM.
ber on which he was riding.
The legislative situation is giving
Acting District Attorney C. C. Catthe White House and the leaders in
FLOWED
ron again represented the
both houses some concern. There is Will Have a Conference With SecreRUSH BEGINS FOR
Territory
tary of the Interior Tomorrow
much desire, on both sides of the conINDIAN RESERVE LANDS. at the hearing today and asked all
the witnesses many questions to
Colony Grant Claims.
gress to get home soon to look after
bring
out some clue as to who fired the fatal
T
fences.
H
ARE
i
political
27. Fifteen
Wash.,
Spokane,
April
shot.
Senator Aldricih assured the Presi- 'Special to the New Mexican.
hundred prospective settlers, repre
Washington, April 27. Hon. H. B.
dent today of his support of adminissenting 25 states and four provinces in LOOKS LIKE A BIG
tration measures during the remainder Holt of Las Cruces, and Attorney
will
assemble at Coeur
Canada,
with
PROMOTION SWINDLE.
will
Hettie
Son
confer
Green's
of
El
Receives
Busch
Paso,
Ahheuser
Plant at St.
Burges
of his service in the senate. It
d'Alene, Idaho, 344 miles east of here,
ed as though the senate leader felt a the secretary of the interior tomorrow
Offers of Marriage From
Louis Badly Damaged
the first week in May, when the In- Suit Filed in United States Court
desire to dedicate the remainder of on the Engle project. Congressman
dian reservation lands will be opened
on
12 of Them
Against Wyoming Corporations
his service to the aid of the Presi- Roberts from the house committee
by Flames
to filings. Judge J. W. Witten of the
claims
land
favorably
met
with
was
reported
Capitalized at $31,000,000.
private
dent, and the suggestion
department of the interior, who conCheyenne, Wyo., April 27. The fila most cordial reception. Tihe Presi- the Refugio colony grant, Dona Ana
dent and senate leader have always county, claims to the committee of THEY ARE NOT AFTER HIS MONEY LOSS IS HALF A MILLION ducted the government drawings last ing in the United States court here
the wihole on the state of the Union.
August, will have charge. The Coeur yesterday of a complaint in a civil
worked in harmony.
d'Alene Reservation Settlers' Associa- action against a number of promoters.
As soon as the railroad bill is out Delegate Cameron of Arizona, introof the way the statehood bill for the duced a bill to pay General Archibald Anxious to Marry Railroad Mag- Burning Corks Created Dense tion, headed by William M. Masi, Jr., who have been negotiating stocks and
of Spokane, which was organized for bonds for fifteen different corporaadmission of New Mexico and Ari- J. Hampton, adjutant of the Ohio Innate for His Own Sweet
Smoke That Handicapped
the purpose of obtaining a square deal tions, whose capital stock aggregates
zona will be called up and continue dependent Battalion of Cavalry, $50 a
Dear Self.
Firemen.
for intending homesteaders, has had more than $31,000,000, there is made
the unfinished business until passed. month pension.
cruisers in the field for several weeks public what is alleged to be a great
It is not believed that it will meet Bill to Permit Naturalization of Syrians.
and
is in possession of all the data re- fraud by which the promoters during
with any serious opposition when once
H.
Green
27.
R.
E.
St.
St. Louis, April 27. Fire of unLouis, April
' called
up for action, although there is The committee on immigration and of Terrel, Texas, president of the Tex- known origin caused a loss of $530,000 garding locations and values. Mr. Masi the last ten years are said to have
a disposition to wait until the popu- naturalization favorably reported to
to the mammoth
of the Anheuser says it is likely the association will collected millions of dollars through
lation returns of the census for the the house a bill by Representative as Midland Railroad, and son of Mrs. Busch Brewing plant
Company early this be made a permanent institution to the sale of stock. It came up first in
that Hattie Green, and who recently an:
two territories is announced the lat- Hayes of California providing
a time threatened assist the settlers in the development arguments for permission to file an
for
and
morning
ter part of May.
nothing in the statutes shall be con- nounced that he had not married be- the destruction of the entire plant. of the reservation. Three hundred intervening petition in a receivership
Talk of adjournment for the sum- strued to prevent "Asiatics who are cause he could find no woman who Beer to tihe value of $500,000 was de- residents of Spokane are members of case. The
prayer was granted yestermer recess by the latter part of May Armenians, Syrians and Jews from be- would
accept him except for his mon stroyed and millions of burning corks the association. It is announced that day, and the petition was filed in
or early in June could be heard to- - coming naturalized citizens."
will file on land in court. The case deals with operations
ey, admitted last night the receipt of made such, a dense smoke that the every ticket-holde- r
day; but complications, may postpone Appropriation for Irrigation Congress. one hundred and fifty letters from firemen were badly handicapped. The the reserve and take up his homestead of promoters of valuable
mining, railWashington, April 26. A resolution women asking his hand in marriage streets about the plant flowed with at once.
adjournment to July. It is a diffway,
line and
tramway,
pipe
smelting
to appropriate $50,000 to aid in paying
icult proposition.
during the last two weeks. The let- beer for more than an hour and the
mercantile companies of the EncampNation
the
secured
the
of
has
Cameron
the
expenses
Delegate
Eighteenth
ters were accompanied by about fifty smoking corks bobbing up and down PAULHAN AND WHITE
ment district. Carbon county, Wyoappointment as postmaster at Portal, al Irrigation Congress to be held in photographs. One of the letters was the stream gave the street a unique
COMPETE IN FLIGHT. ming, being directed especially against
Cochise county of Mrs. Sarah F. Pueblo was favorably reported from from a widow with six children.
appearance.
E. W. Cobb, E. A. Norton, F. B. DrapHerrell. He has also obtained from the senate committee on Irrigation
tfhe pension bureau a
London, April 27. Louis Paulhan, er, A. L. Hawse, I. N. Pennrick and
pension
for Marion, Cooper, of Globe, serthe French aviator, started on a flight other promoters, the Pennsylvania- toward Manchester from Hampstead (Wyoming Copper Company and Unitgeant of company E, 6th Missouri FIVE HUNDRED MINERS
35
is ed Smelters Railway and Copper ComENTOMBED IN WALES. X
cavalry at $12 per month.
HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
X at 5:30 this afternoon. Paulhan
pany, which took over the property of
the
for
for
the
$50,000
purse
competing
fill
St
or
out this coupon and mail to Ji
if you have any doubt,
If not,
the Pennsylvania-WyominNEW MEXICO PIONEER
Company,
London, April 27. Five hundred
X flight from London to Manchester.
Paul A. F. Walter, Supervisor of Census, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
KILLED AT ROSWELL. miners were entombed today at the Jt
Graham White, the English aviator and a large number of subsidiary comOn April 15th, I was-- living at the address given below, but to the Jt
Albuquerque, April, 27 I. B. Rose, ,Tyny Bedue colliery, in Wales, the re-- a St best of my knowledge I have not been enumerated there or any-- Jt followed Paulhan an hour later, start- panies. It is charged in the complaint
pioneer of New Mexico, and former suit of the breaking down of cage ma- - Jt where else.
ing from WTorwood Shrub. Paulhan that Cobb, Norton and Draper, official-- ;
' Texas ranger, was found yesterday on chinery. The
e Jt
endeavor-thare
Street and No.
Name
..
managers
...Jt passed Harrow 20 minutes after start- ed as directors and officers all corporrailroad tracks near Roswell, cut ing to make connection with the' min-t- Jt
Jt ing, flying at a height of about two ations Involved, and manipulated them
City
,..
pieces. He was sixty-fiv- e
years 'ers through another shaft, half a mile X
Jt hundred feet, and a speed of 35 mil ?s for their own profit. The case will
old.
'distant.
not be argued for thirty days.
an hour.
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Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

flame and yet they
ever burned
Upon the altar of men's hearts in
cheer,
Wherefore the very lightness of thy
pen
Sets thee apart as one men must
revere.

Wherefore, Dear Friend, in bidding
thee good night,
Red roses vie with white upon thy
bier,
And as we leave thee now unto thy

rest

We offer life a smile for every tear,

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

For thirty years Cuticura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment have afforded speedy
relief to tens of thousands of
and disfigured sufferers from
rflwhp
itching, irritations and
chafings, from infancy to age, bringing
comfort and neace to distracted House
holds when all else failed. Guaranteed
absolutely pure and may be used from
the hour of birth.

i

College Freshman

Class Wins

De-

bate The debate between the high
school of El Paso and the freshman
class of the Agricultural College at
Mesilla Park was won by the fresh--

j

ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
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man by a vote of two to one.
Nineteen Year Old Boy Sentenced to
Hang Deputy Sheriff Frank Richard-- '
son went to Florence, Ariz., in charge
of Tom 'VVaddin, who was convicted
of murder and is under sentence of jgSH&tZ
death. Wadill 'confessed to the
ing. AVaddill is only 19 years old.
Some Romances of the Census.
Then census enumerator is a person
Denver, Colo., April 27.
although as it happens this business
The weather forecast is fair to- is to pry into the intimate affairs of
night with warmer weather in
Under the law the S southeast
other people.
portion. Fair weath- census employes are bound to se- er Thursday.
crecy, but if the enumerators could
tell the things they hear if they
Scarlet Fever at Acoma Reports
should reveal the romances, tragedies come from the Indian pueblo
of
and comedies that develop under their
iuun..
uiai.
Valencia
count,
observation, what wonderful revela lcoma,
fifty children have died there
tions there would he! From time to 'than winter
of scarlet fever
this
time, however, hints trickle out from
Dead in Railroaa Yards I.
Found
the offices of the census officials that B.
Rose, aged (13 years, was found
excite interest. For instance it is told
dead
yesterday on the railroad tracks
man
by a New York newspaper that a
Chaves county. He was
near
Roswell,
A who was once one of the foremost badly mangled.
now
United
is
States
diplomats of the
Lazaro
Death of Septuagenarian
hidden away in a Bowery boarding
Quintana, aged 70 years, died Satur-- :
lliouse, where his identity has been
clay at his home in the town of Las
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Cuticura Soan (2S. Cutlrtim Ointmont (50r.)
and Cuticura Hosolvcnt (5J :.). or m the form of
Oiocoiiite I'nateil Piils. 2.1c. per vial of HO). Sold
throiiahout the world. Potter Drun A Chem. Corp..
Bole Props.. l'.iS Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.
OEsTMnilt-Krcc.
Cuticura Booklet, an
Aukiuntv uii AHm tious of tlie Skin. Scalp and Hair

j

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
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Thy words were

CALL AND SEE FOE YQUSSELF

cr singing tor nice bread ann me at
If he'd knctwm what to choose
nrr run
nrn

"I write to tell you how thankful I
am for the wonderful Cuticura liem- edies. My little niece
had eczema for five
years and when her
mother died I took
care of tho child. It
was all over her face
and body, also on her
head. She scratched
bo that she could not
sleep nights. I used
Cuticura Soap to wash
nor with and then applied Cuticura Ointment. I did not use
Quito half the Cuticura Soap and Ointment, together with
Cuticura Kosolvent,
when you could see a
change and they cured her nicely. Now
she is eleven years old and has never
been bothered with eczema since. My
friends think it is just great the way
the baby was cured by Cuticura. I
send you a picture taken when she was
about eighteen months old.
"She was taken with the eczema
when two years old. She was covered
with big sores and her mother had all
the best doctors and tried all kinds of
6alves and medicines without effect
until we used Cuticura Remedies. Mrs.
H. Kiernan, 613 Quiney St.. lirooklyu.
K. Y.. Sept. 27, 1000."

Jl

sags

A i'uCKEfV.

"V.'AS CrP.TAlNLY

Rioter.

We loved thee for the kindness of a
pen
That knew its power yet ever held
to scorn
No. 40 g1 The malice which can smile and seem
to bless
The while it. plants its poison like a
thorn.

Telephone

RESOLVED!!!.'
Little TokmyTuckefj.

Th.w

SOON RELIEVED AND
CURED BY CUTICURA

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fc.

Incorporated 1903.

mm bros. cotw

IT SLEEP

Child of Two had Masses of Eczema
Over Face, Head and Body They
Took Her to the Best Doctors and
Tried Salves and Medicines in
Suffered for Five Years.
Vain

How we have laughed with thee, thou
gentle one
"Who out of pain, breathed forth but
happiness
Who, tho' thy person bore the ills of
flesh,
Ne'er touched thy pen to voice a
mean distress.

AlsoVAPIFTY FRESH YEAST

0

BATCH

(Henry Christeen Warnaek, in Los
Angeles Times and formerly of the
Santa Fe New Mexican.)
Still through our blinding tears, we'll
smile with thee.
Thou Prince whose laughter rippled
like a song,
Dear Singer who could make of
earth's dull prose
A sonnet tiding all our life along.

Imperial
Jersev Cream

Established 1856.

"liffWHAIMnfiHBf EE1B

ToLASTjOu
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MULLIGAN & RKING
SUCCESSORS TO J. D MULLIGAN

i

BRKiHTKS up your huufte. V lint's the use of living unless you enjoy life!
puint will also keup your house from rotting, It is an investment
us well as a luxury.'
ASK your good wife If she doesn't want the house newly painted, You
owe something to her. Really. Don't you?.
GOOJ

this diplomat was not the onlv inter-- '
F,re-at- ion.
Wfsh Huspe Destroyed by
estlng "find" of a single day's em.mer-saved the
flremen
the
Tucked securely away from the
Las
world in these East side boarding residence of Mrs. P. I, Myers of
was
The
wash
however,
house,
Vegas.
hnnKo
vh
rp scovps nf
1

Phone

:No. 14.

i

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS

VAlSTil 130
PICTURE

125

RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

j
occupied high places in official life, in! destroyed.
Smallpox at French- -It was reportliterature, finance and science. In fact
that almos fifty casest.flt
the lower East Side of Xew York ed
m
.co".slrutlon
seems to be the Sargossa sea where smallpox tX1S
Com--nnthe human derelicts drift to find acamP oi the French Irrigation
Colfax county,
near
French,
pany
),
o
tr.
f
t,Q
company is building reser- Utivities of a forgotten world. The re-- j where the
.1
1tnnn fpUn sinnm n.ill
port of the census will be a big andivul
be
quarantined and placed
formidable book full of dry and intri- - probably
01
ln
Pn'sicianscflarge
cate conclusions. In its final form the
0nmi.l Suing for Liquor Bills In the do
hmrifln pipment win
,100
nated and there will be no hint of mct co,,rt at Aiouquerque, rne oonthe tragedies and the heart breakings, sonuatea i.iquor company urougnt the proud spirits that have bowed he- - Is'"1 against Ieopoldo Madrid of Socorana agaiust u. D. oyeu.
neath the bludgeon in srs of fate, the iro 101
Torrance
county for ?M. the
wrecks
the
pathetic
melancholy ruins j0?
of those who have dropped beneath Meyers Company brought suit against
the surface of life only to be uncov- - Dementrio Jaramillo ot Valencia coun- ered in the momentary light of the!'V for $161 and costs
Weddina at Las Vegas On Satur
census man's visit to the dark and
day evening at the home of Mrs. Stanniusfy places.
ton, at Las Vegas, Mrs. J. H. Tyler
of Roy, and William Alexander Har
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- rison
Durham of Olathe, Kansas, were
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- united in
marriage by Justice of the
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh C'rre. Peace D. R.
Murray. Mr. Durham ar
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
rived Saturday from Kansas and was
We, the undersigned, have known F. joined at Las Vegas by his bride. They
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes. and be- will reside in Kansas.
lieve him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
able to carry out any obligations made
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill
by his firm.
out this coupon and mail to
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
'Supervisor of Census
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internOn April 15, 1910, I was living at
ally, acting directly upon the blood address given below, but to the best
and mucous nurr'aces of the system. of my knowledge I have not been enu
Testimonials cent free. Price 75 cents merated there or anywheTe else.
Name
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills foj
Street and No
City
j

1,'K
DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes.

Salt an! Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

.

V-

-

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
No Need to Cut.
S E. Corner of Plaza.

!

-

i'hone

No.

14,

WHOLESALE

oai

Ah

Screened

i

w

W9owareCo!S We have it.

,

?

1"

If it's Hardware

RETAIL

D

RATON

Yankee:

Lump

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirsr Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

rai.Kf.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

THE SANTA FE ABSTEACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)

Room 19 Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

M.

Does a general ABSTRACT;, RKAL ESTATE and INSURANCE

$20,000.00

DIAMONDS

business

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of interest

j, Qm YOFTZ WATCHES
MANUFACTURER OF

I!5!!c2!

Mexican

Right ServiM

filigree

JL,T,e?,an,,

f ;WcLHT

Date Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

8 345 San FraneUeo 8t.

SAFiTA FE, N. M.

tmm

of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin Oir and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
I
sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.

MB
.

,,

.
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CARNEGIE TALKS AGAIN

IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW

PAGE THREE.

Women
who arc

ON WORLD WIDE PEACE.
What a Heap of Happiness it Would
Bring to Santa Fe Homes.
Hard to do housework with an ach- Says Arbitration Scheme of Taft is
Only Solution for all Internationing back.
al Disputes.
Brings you hours ol misery at leisure or at work.
Washington, April 27. 'Universal
If women only knev.- - the cause that peace," declared Andrew Carnegie, "is
Backache pains come from sick desired by all rulers and statesmen
of the earth." But its failure, the magkidneys,
'Twould save much needless woe. nate said he was persuaded, lies, in
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kid- the fact, "that these rulers and
statesmen know not each other well."
neys.
By way of opening his address at
Santa Fe people endorse this:
the
dedicatory exercises of the new
Griffin
106
Adela
Miss
street,
Arias,
of the International Bureau
building
Santa Fe, N. M., says: '"There is no
American
of
Republics, donated by
Doan's
to
me
too
strong for
praise
g.
Mr. Carnegie described (himself
him,
The splendid results
Kidney Pills.
members of
I obtained from their use several as one of the remaining
of
conference
international
first
the
years ago have been lasting and for itlie American
and then
Republics,
in
them
confidence
that reason, my
went on to draw a homely illustra-has been increased. I suffered from tion.
of
small
in
my
the
ache
a dull heavy
"Two men differ," said he. "If
back and I was subject to headaches
the probable result is
strangers,
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired, strife. Two friends differ. The prob- had no ambition and was in very poor able result is
peaceful settlement by
health when I procured Doan's Kid- themselves, or. failing in that, by
&
ney Pills at Stripling, Burrows
of friends, and the two
Co.'s drug store. It did not take them friends become dearer to one another
long to cure me and from that day to than before. That is because neither
this I have been free from kidney com- has assumed to sit as judge in hi-plaint. I willingly confirm the public own case, which violated the first
statement I gave in January, 1907, principles of natural justice. The
telling of my experience with Doan's greatest crime which man or nation
can commit is to insist upon doing
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 that which would consign the judge

New Mexico Military Institute

Splendid Cooks

J

dread having to prepare an elaborate dinner because they are
not sufficiently strong to stand
over an intensely hot coal
range. This is especially true
in summer. Every woman
takes pride in the table she sets,
but often it is done at tremendous cost to her own vitality
through the weakening effect of
cooking on a coal range in a
hot kitchen.

M Cantlonary Note: Besu-- e If
you get this stove: see n
that tne name-p'atrcaa New Perfection.

I

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of th Southwett."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Tha West

"A."

Through Academic course, preparing young

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location

of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Va!!ey
the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of ?,700
feet above sea level, S'inshlne every day, but
Ittif rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edj&nd modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, Presided; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasuret; VV. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

It is no longer necessary to wear
yourself out preparing a fine dinner.
Even in the heat of summer you can
cook a large dinner without being
worn out

-

-

!

t

4.'

OK-StO- Ve

Superintendent.

s

cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, on the bench, of infamy.
New York, sole agents for the United
"The crime of war is inherent it.
States.
gives victory not to the nation which
Remember the name Doan's and is right, but to that which is strong,"
take no other.
he declared with feeling.
"The most momentous declaration
ever made on this subject by the
Notice of Settlement of Account.
the County chief of a nation was that of our
In the Probate Court
of Santa Fe, Territory oi Xew Mexico. President recently in New York, when
Notice is hereby given that Frank- he proclaimed that all international
lin L, Frazier, the executor of the es- disputes should be settled by arbitratate of Elizabeth C. Gu.ver, deceased, tion with no exceptions; a court of
has rendered and presented for set- honor should decide whether any distlement and filed in said court for final pute involved that phantom of nations
account of his administration of said called 'honor', and the independence
estate, together with the report there- of existing territorial limits of nations
of and his petition for a final settle- would be of course spared and recment and final distribution of said es- ognized as beyond dispute.
"He has given us the true solution
tate, and that on Monday, the 2nd day
of
peace against war and placed our
in
the
o'clock
ten
of May, 1910, at
forenoon of said day, at the office of republic in the van; and he is to rank
in
with the greatest benefacthe probate clerk of said court in the torshistory
of his race.
court house in said county and terri"One of the chief missions of this
tory, there will be a hearing on said
report and petition, at which time and palace shoold be, as their natural
to draw together the diplomats
place any person interested in said es- home,
tate may appear and file his exception and (representative men of all our rein writing, to said act and contest the publics and enable them to know each
other and learn of the sterling virsame.
tues
of their, colleagues; and especialGEO. W. ARMIJO,
ly of their earnest desire for the prosClerk.
perity of all their neighbors and their
J. F. SANDOVAL, Deputy.
anxious hope that peace shall ever
Dated, 27th day of April, 1910.
reign between tihem."
The possibility of Canada joining
'rue Spanish editiou ot the 1909 the republics,
with the approval of
Laws of New Mexico are now ready England, Mr. Carnegie seemed to confor delivery.
Price: Paper cover, sider not remote. Canada, he declar$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep, ed, should not be excluded from the
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
work of the bureau. He
all orders to The New Mexican Print- referred with emphasis to her post
tion in the politics of the western
ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
hemisphere. "It may be questioned
If you want anything on eartn try whether this century is all Canada's,"
said Mr. Carnegie, "if the Bureau of
a New Mexican Want Ad
American Republics continues to keep
the world advised of the progress of
commerce,
railroads, and such amazing progress and resources. It may be captured not by the northern, but by the

Gives no outside heat, no smell, no smoke. It will cook the biggest dinner
without heating the kitchen or the cook. It is immediately lighted and immediately extinguished. It can be changed from a slow to a quick fire by turning a
handle. There's no drudgery connected with it, no coal to carry, no wood to chop.
You don't have to wait fifteen or twenty minutes till its fire gets going. Apply a
light and it's ready. By simply turning the wick up or down you get a slow or an
intense heat on the bottom of the pot, pan, kettle or oven, and nowhere else. It
has a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food hot, drop shelves for
coffee, teapot or saucepan, and even a rack for towels. It saves time, worry,
health and temper. It does all a woman needs and more than she expects. Made
with 1, 2, and 3 burners ; the 2 and
sizes can be had with or without
Cabinet.
ETery dealer everywhere! If not at yours, Trritc for Dtwriptive Circular to the nean-s- agency of the j
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SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED
team, is what we send out from this
LIVERY.
We send a driver, too, if desired.
What more invigorating than a lively
spin over the smooth roads on a clear,
bright day.
It being Spring makes the occasion
more enjoyable.
Take a ride and be happy.
A

WILLIAMS
S10

1

isii
Model A67
is a new one.

K1SING

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.

Piano Values
The Price does the Grading
When any dealer offers you a $425.00 piano for $197, there is something wrong. The goods must be second hand or defective in some
way. Beware of fafte bargains, you will regret it in the end.
We are now offering you the best values for your money ever
offered in Santa Fe by a responsible piano dealer. Call and see
our line of pianos. Call and hear the wonderful Cable Inner Player.
We will take your old piano in exchange "and you can pay the balance in small monthly payments.

A Good used Piano in fine condition

Only

$130.00

EYLES MUSIC
The House of Quality.

CO.
East Side Plaza.

Gessrsl Express Forwarders

t

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

TO

Ml Farts of the World.
j
j

southern part of the contiint.
"But my recent visit to the west
convinced nie t'nat the center nation,
winner of the nineteenth century is
still in the race and is not to be re- garded as a negligible quantity in the
struggle for record progress in the
twentieth. In any case, we of the
middle portion, will heartily congrat
ulate our advancing sister nations,
north or south.
To James G. Blaine, secretary of
state who presided over the first con-

tinents.
"The process of civilization is by

as-

sociation. In isolation, men, communities, nations, tend back toward savagery. Repellant differences and dislikes separate them from mankind. In
association, similarities and attractions are felt and differences are forgotten. There is so much more good
than evil in men that liking comes by
knowing. M'e have here the product
of mutual
knowledge,
Here is an eviharmony, friendship.
dence of what these can accomplish.
Here is an evidence of what may be
done in the future. From these windows the governing board of the International Union will look down upon the noble river that flows by the
home of Washington.
They will sit
beneath the shadow of the simple and
majestic monument which illustrates
our conception of his character, the
dharacter that, beyond all others in
human history, rises above jealousy
and envy and ignoble strife. All the
nations acknowledge his
influence.
He belong, to them all.
Xo man lives in freedom anywhere on
earth that is not his debtor and his
follower. We dedicate this place to
the service of the political faith in
which he lived and wrought. Long
may this structure stand, while within its walls and under the influence of
the benign purpose from which it
sprang, the habit and the power of
of mutual consideration
and kindly judgment, more and more
exclude the narrowness and selfishness and prejudice of ignorance and
the hasty impulses of
Amour Propre.
May men hereafter
come to see that here is set a milestone in the path of American civilization towards the reign of that universal public opinion which shall condemn all who through contentious
spirit or greed or selfish ambition or
lust for power disturb the public peace
as enemies of the general good of the
American Republics.
"One voice that should have spoken
here today is silent, but many of us
cannot forget or cease to mourn and
to ihonor our dear and noble friend,
Joaquin Xabuca, ambassador from
Brazil, Dean of the American diplomatic corps, respected, admired, trusted, loved and followed by all of us, he
was a commanding figure in the international movement of which the erec
tion of this building is a part. The
breadth of his political philosophy, Che
nobility of his idealism, the prophetic
vision of his poetic imagination, were
joined to wisdom, to the practical sagacity of statesmanship, to a sympathetic knowledge of men, and to a
heart as sensitive and tender as a
woman's. He followed tlhe design and
construction of this building with the
deepest interest. His beneflcient influence impressed itself upon all of our
actions. Xo benison can be pronounced upon this great institution so
rich in promise for its future as the
wish that his ennobling memory may
endure and hi
civilizing spirit
may control in the councils of the International Union of American

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fs rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
the United States. Canada.
Payttbls Tnrougi-ioa- t
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .
M-zi-

D. BARNES.

i

ference of American Republics held in
Washington, and to Elihu Root, who
later as the occupant of the same office did much lor the advancement
of the cordial relations between all
the American republics, Mr. Carnegie
paid tributes.
"To Secretary Knox," he said, "is to
be accredited a notable success in
suggesting that the International prize
court, agreed to by the delegates of
the eight leading naval powers, be
converted into an arbitral court composed of the most eminent jurists of
the respective countries, authorized
to decide any international disputes
brought before it. Should this pregnant suggestion be approved, as there
is strong hope that it will, the world
will have at least its greatest need
supplied and the youns secretn.rv nf
state's everlasting monument be thus
provided by one stroke of his pen."
ine death of tlhe Brazilian ambassador, Senor Nabuco. Mr. Hsu-hdeplored deeply.
Address of Senator Root.
Am-i- l
27
Washington.
Elihu Root, chairman exofficio of the
governing board, in oneninsr his ad
dress, paid fitting compliments today
to the architects and builders of the
new home of the International Bureau
of American Rephblics. and referred
to Andrew Carnegie's handsome
gift
as far sighted. The architects, he declared, had made the building a true
expression of
Senator Root said, in part:
"The active interest of Presidpnt
Taft and Secretary Knox, are evidence
that the nolicv of
friendship reinaugurated by the sympathetic genius of Secretarv Bin ine is
continuous
and permanent in the
United States, and the harmony in
which tihe members of tha
board have worked to this end is a
good omen for the future.
"This building is to be in its most
manifest utilitarian service a convenient instrument ifor association and
growth of mutual knowledge among
the people of the different republics.
The library maintained here, the
books and journals accessible (here,
the useful and interesting publications
of the bureau, the enormous corres
pondence carried on with seekers for
knowledge about America n ronntrips
the opportunities now afforded for
turther growth in all these activities,
justify the pains and the expense.
"The buildinsr is mom imnirtant
however, as the symbol, tlhe ever-pre- s
ent reminder, the nernetual assertion.
of unity, of common interest and pur
pose and hope among all the renub
lies. This building is a confession of
taitn, a covenant of fraternal duty, a
declaration of allegiance to an ideal. SEVERAL ITEMS OF NEWS
The members of the Hague conference
FROM WINDMILL CITY.
in 1907 described the conference In
Deming, N. M.f April 27. Hon. H.
jthe preamble of its great arbitration E. Pattengill will deliver a lecture in
convention as:
the interest of education at the Clark
'Animated by the sincere desire to opera house
Tuesday next.
work for the maintenance of. general
Messrs. Stenson & Son today let the
peace.
contract fpr their new business buildResolved to promote by all the efforts ing on Gold avenue. This building
in their power the friendly settle- will toe one story, twenty-nin- e
by
ment of international disputes.
eighty feet, and built of
Recognizing the solidarity uniting' the concrete.
members of the society of civilized
Irwin L. Wofford was acquitted in
nations.
tlhe justice court today of the charge
Desirous of extending the empire of brought against him by Atkins Bros,
law and of strengthening the appre- of holding out money which he colciation of international justice.'
lected for them while in their employ.
"That is the meaning of this buildJ. G. Harris is setting out a mile
ing for the Republics of America. and a half of trees around his place
That sentiment which all th hest in four miles west of Deming to serve
.modern civilization is trying to live as shade trees and as a windbreak.
up to, we have written here In marble
C. J. Laughren is spending a few
for the people of the American con days in El faso.
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LIWEfiY STABLE
Fino Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

ail

up

Phne

8

When in Need of Anything in the
Line. Drivers Furnished
very

RATES RIGHT.
Con

HAS. CLOSSOP3

Caspar Avenue

self-contro- l,

super-sensitiv-

-

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

1

PARISIAN CLEANING

& DYE WORKS

e

--

FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING

WE CLEAN,
L D
OLD

IS

PRESS JANDjJ REPAIR
AND

GENTS

HATS MADE

CLOTHES

NEW.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Phone 132 Red.

SPECIAL
SALE

WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS,
CLOAKS. SILKS, LACES,

TIES, PARASOLS

OPERA
GLOVES

ETC

PRICES REASONABLE

East Side Plaza:

LACES & EMBROIDERIES

SPECIAL
SALE

just received our new Stock of this
W e have
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THKM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Asscrasce Cospaoy
Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.

ill BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

Santa

F,

N. M.

OSWELi..
TO AND FROM
Connection made wltn Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell' dally
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswel)
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar

Catron Block

rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on
by wire. J. W. Stockard.
If you are In need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
auto-mobi-

,
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President.
Editor and President,
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasurer.

Entered as Second Class Matter

p.t

the Santa Fe Postofilce.

Daily, six months,

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
65
Daily, ptr month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

by mail ....$3.75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

t .

2.00
1.00
.75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
everv postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing crculatt.n
among the intelligent and progress ive peopie of the Southwest.
L'm
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CROWDING THE LAWYERS.
The New Mexicin called retention
0 tne fact right, after the last
t0n that the physicians we cobbling
offices in aj&
all 0f
Tne )rof.?ssion is
vTexjc0
sjtierably to the fore in murier trial?
an(i other escapades, ethics or no
ethics, and just now the eminent phy-isn- 't
'SjCians are receiving considerable free
advertising from the fact that they
are at the head of the United States
arn)v. Physicians deserve everything
that is coming to them, good or evil,
llt ;t floes seem quite remarkable that
two )0ne doctors or surgeons are
'commanding the regular army,
General Leonard
..When Major
formery commanrler of the deIs- Governor's
the
of
East,
ipartment

-
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ly of this city, looms up large in the
development of that section and the
Western World prints a good survey
made by him and which shows' every

town may have been infected and the
loss that may ensue from that one
case alone, might pay for the erection
of a detention hospital such as AlbuSanta
querque has just completed.
Fe did at one time have a detention
hospital on Buena Vista Heights, but
it was carried away piece by piece by
vandals who were not afraid of smallpox semis and even the adobes disappeared one after another. There is
scarlet fever at Acoma, for instance,
which this year has demanded more
than fifty victims. There is smallpox
at French in Colfax county and the
disease has existed in Taos, Rio Arriba nn1 northern Santa Fe counties
aU winter Thns on every si(le, Santa
pe is exposed to contagion and there
should be more stringent measures to
protect the people from outbreaks of
epidemics.
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quarter section that has been
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The latest number of the Irrigation
Age tells the fascinating story of the
Santa Fe Trail and its reconstruction
through Kansas but it fails to get the
Trail beyond Pueblo. The most interesting part, of course, is in New Mexico, and along it the Territory has in
part constructed a great highway,
while the remainder is also used as
an artery of traffic.

The Spanish editiou 01 the 1909
Laws of New Mexico are now ready
Price: Paper cover.
for delivery.
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
$1.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
all orders to The New Mexican Printing Co., Santa Fe. N. M.
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THE COST OF AN OVERCOAT. Hng the realization of the revival of
use as a stock argument, that historic road through Kansas,
If you want anything on eartB try
the assertion that clothing costs less but it will not necessarily defeat the
a New Mexican Want Ad.
e
cross-stathighway.
in England than it does in the United project for a
that while British and German jxhe western part of the state is build- Workmen receive less pay they can jng the Xew Santa Fe Trail as far
WOODY'S HACK
buy more for it. Of course, there- :east as Newton, and its promoters are
a shred of truth to these asser- determined to complete the road to
Prom
Kansas City. Olathe will construct
tions of the free trades.
Democratic apostles of "tariff for twenty-fivmiles of the road this sum- BARRANCA TO TAOS
revenue only" and "free trade" so fre- - mer an(1 Ottawa is interested in its ex- m
ot
Both North South
cost
Meets
low
living
tension from Olathe to that city. From
quently cite the
contenof
their
exin
an
make
support
would
to
Ottawa
England"
Emporia
Bounds Trains.
tions merely by this means to show cellent. connection for a state highway,
Leaves
Barranca on the arrival ot
tihat comparative cost of living in Eng- and afford a route quite as direct,
bound train and arrives at
north
the
in
United
the
than
much
lower
land is
even, in conjunction with the western
Taos at 7 p. m.
States. However, they deal in gener-alities- ( Kansas road as to follow the original
Ten miles shorter than any other
seldom giving any concrete ex- Santa Fe Trail.
we
way. Good covered hack and good
present
amples. In this connection
,
"It. was at first proposed tO COll-,
,,i,s,.f ne doff teams.
a letter to the London Express.
road
struct the Kansas cross-stat- e
on April
the United States army
dcae to 3a.ke
The writer of the letter, Edward
the Santa Fe wat nlncerl in command of two dOC- - STreiyThing
of
line
main
the
along
CorafortaTsle.
a
few
ago
that
"
years
says
Fitzgerald,
but that proposal was made- The other .g Major General
he bought an overcoat in a well known railroad,
on
the
that Lawrence, To- assumption
rravtnn Ainswnrth. adiutant. gen
shop in Boston for 5 pounds, or apand Osage City would respond to eral of the army. Neither is a West
proximately $25. "It: certainly is a peka movement
as eagerly as western Pointer. General Wood is the
the
ranking
good article." toe says, "but what is
more to the point the coat would have Kansas has responded.
general of the army, and Major
major
becost just as much in England if "If Ottawa and the territory
Genera Ainsworth is next in number.
una r.mpui.a iaive
There is onv eiht months' difference
bought at a shop of the standing or iween tnai cay
lead in the movement for the exten- i.n theh. rank
h ten years in
the Boston establishment."
0
Ainsworth entered
Emnhasizing the difference between sion ot the New Santa e trail tne:
sprvice
the cost of living in England ana in western Kansas roaa ounuers aie iiul the armv fen
s before Woodj but
this country still further, the writer iueiy to delay the enterprise uponWood was promoted to lje major gen- - Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
says that he could save more money the sentimental nounds of deserving eral eight months before Ainsworth Returns Thursday and Friday.
weekly in America than "I ever earn- the old trail. They are tremendously rcached thp ran.
Thfi tWQ doctors.
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
ed in England in a similar position in interested, in that part ot tne state, m i
,.,
h
npr,,nnnl Mends f0r
my profession."
hignway aci-- years.
seeing the cross-stat- e
Mrs. P O. BKOWN
There is no reason to doubt Mr. ually completed across Kansas.
char
and
Phone No 23 Red
"The
career,
capabilities
enter"It is up to the towns along the
Fitzgerald's conclusions. The
of the two men both ot
acteristics
and
our
merchants
of
efficiency
Santa Fe main line and the territory
prise
civilians
of our workmen are unequaled in the aons the Emporia 'cut-ofto deter- - whom entered the army as
are so nearly parallel that the close
world. Both forces were back of the jmine which shall "secure the New
overcoat, furnishing a guar-- ; ta Fe Trail And the )rize is of guch relation into which they will be
antee as to quality. As to cost we,vital importance that to secure it thrown has excited great interest in
armv circles in Washington.
SHOP
have Mr. Fitzgerald's word and exper- - Ln0llld arouse both districts to an
"What will the two doctors do with
testifying to tihe fact that a coatlganized efon iQ insure Us construc.
our army? is the question agitating not
of equal quality would have been as'ti0n"
For
years the only
only West Pointers (from generals to
expensive in tree trade England as
class
tonsorial parlor
first
new second lieutenants), but their
in protective America.
ONE
EVERY
AN
FOR
AUTOMOBILE
in
the
what
because
Fe.
in Santa
wives;
happens
Says the Globe Democrat:
'
It was Edison who gave to the world army is as much of a domestic as an
"Even a remote probability of DemOUR NEW FITCH
made
which
men
are
Both
incandescent
the
official
affair.
surgeons
light
ocratic success is a frost, on business.
TREATMENT
The idea is associated with extremely electric illumination possible in every and the extraordinarily rapid rise of
low prices, low wages and lack of home; who through the invention of the two doctors has never been re-- j s guaranteed to cure, (not only
This was the situation the phonograph placed within the garded with enthusiasm by those relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
employment.
during the last Democratic adminis- means of the humblest the opportuni- of. the line. Both men are remark- other scalp irritations. "We also
and
executive
ability,
car ry a curtiplete line of all the
tration, which was ended in 1898 by ty to hear grand opera and high priced able for their
the people turning overwhelmingly to orchestra. He is now at work, in fact, are regarded with great friendliness popular h&ir and f acial tonics.
ihe Republican party for deliverance. 'has surmounted the principal difffcul- - by statesmen. Both are New England- HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
And not in vain. Sound money was (ties, in devising an electric storage ers, General Wood being a Massachu- Ainsworth
while
General
setts
an
man,
which promises to make
established. Industries began to
BATHS BATHS BATHS
vive and wages to go up. Farm prod- automobile possible to every one who was born in Vermont."
ucts, which represent the wages of the can afford a bicycle or a carriage, in
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
labor of the man who raise them, fact, will make joy riding cheaper
"HE TALKED TOO MUCH."
is
level.
It
advanced toward a living
than walking on account of the shoe
The New Mexican is just in receipt Phone us, we will be glad to call for your
the universal experience that the leather it will save.
of Senate Document No. 50 the title laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
prices of commodities are higher in Ten years ago Thomas Edison, the of which is the euphonious and easily and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
AU work is guaranteed; yor
busy, prosperous times than in a dull electrical wizard, made the prediction understood one, at least in New Mexsocks are mended and buttons
periods. Food is high throughout Eu- that he would invent a storage battery ico of "Ormsby McHarg."
It . sets
sewed on you shirts, without
rope as well as in the United States for street cars capable of running an forth the contract Mr. McHarg made
extra
charge.
less
than
but European wages average
entire day on a single charge. This with the Cttioctaw Indians to serve
half the amount paid in this country. perdiction was derided at the time. them in certain legal matters for the PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
The labor field here Is so favorable The wiseacres in the world of me- small sum of $12,000 a year, or a salthat a million immigrants will be the chanics and the world of electrical ary exceeding that cf a cabinet officer
record for this year. All that the mechanism said that Edison was talk- or a U. S. senator. A contract of that
in 1800
Republican party promised
through his hat, or words to this kind closed by any New Mexico lawhas been fulfilled, but it is complained ing
effect. But Edison worked on un- yer with any Pueblo Indian tribe,
that the cost of living is too high and mindful vf the
and the efforts would have been probably denounced
that the Democratic, party must be of his critics to jibes
violently as "graft" by Mr. McHarg.
be funny.
But on the face of it nothing seems
sought for relief.
new
A street car equipped with the
to
be crooked, and yet, Congress has
"As far as the prices of food have
successnow
is
being
storage battery
found
it necessary to look into it
been run up by combinations in reoperated in New York. Not only more
The following from an
straint of trade every consumer ob- fully
closely.
will
be
it
Edison
Mr.
but
says
of
editorial
and hopes for a remedy. The this,
Kansas City 'Star is
the
jects
to the use of automobiles.
j.
j.
i x
t
,
are a adapted
,.
c.
irusis
laws passeuj iy- control
very appropos and New Mexico will
Republican origin and Republican ad- .loa flnrt appreciate the delicate humor about
,fTOH(. , troirf.n
the talking too much:
ministrations have labored to enforce lalso
among automobilists.
"In his letter to Gifford Pinchot unand make them more effective. But
Economy and convenience are the der date of September 13, 1909, Presican any man familiar with political
deWhere prices are lowest
new
of this
dent Taft referred to Ormsby McHarg
history imagine that a Democratic cardinal advantages
under
expenses
the
vice,
operating
who had just resigned the assistant
slump can be restricted to any parfor sale quality"
ticular mark or to a single division very severe tests having been less secretaryship of the department of
of active affairs? Can the prices of than half a cent a mile, and in some commerce and labor. 'He was an effi- cents a day. cient officer,' the President
wrote, 'but
crops be reduced and wages main- instances less than thirty
street he talked too much and
of
the
The
ordinary
operation
tained at the present level, along with
wildly and his el One Resolution to Make
about
withdrawal relieved me.' "
abundant employment? No automatic car costs for electrical energy
regulator can be applied to stop a five cents a mile or ten times what the
slump at a single given point. The .Edison car costs,
Albuquerque is debating whether it
What other 1910Resolu
It is needless to say that this bat-wa- s will have a fair or not this fall. The
slump of the last Democratic period
will work a revolution in the
tion youmay make
men
of
the
along the whole line, and the
favor
business
majority
conditions were general. Let tomobile world if its practicability for proposition, but there are here and
labor bewrare of Democratic promises ' automobiles is demonstrated.
there loud voices that advocate dropResolve now that you will
In the first three weeks the experi ping it for a year, and again voices that
that prices shall be low, with the exat KAUNE & OO. the
trade
ception of wages. Farmers do Tiot mental car has been making its runs protest against making the fair a
want to go back to the pittance price it has left the car barns at 0:30 in the gambling carnival and cheap sideshow
coming year. It Is a resoluof 1893-189The strongest point of morning and has stayed constantly in exhibition and express preference for
tion In your own Interest, for
the Democratic party is slumping. But operation on crowded streets until an exhibition of
inand
it means the best possible
it is absolutely Important to limit the 8:30 o'clock at night. flt has noi misa- - dugtrial exposition agriculture
with more sedate
table supplies at lowest poswith
ana
which
noi and cultured
it is identified when ed a trip in the entire period
slump
attraction than races
trusted with responsibilities."
sible prices.
a single repair has been necessary and baseball. It is difficult to find a
except those regularly made to any solution, for what suits Peter floes
R ECO INSTRUCTING
THE SANTA FE street car.
not please Paul, but it would be an
TRAIL.
evident mistake for Albuquerque to
Think It over-ls- n't
KAUNE
NEEDED.
Missouri and eastern Kansas are in DETENTION HOSPITAL
drop its annual fair even for one year.
St Oo,
store
the
for yon
needs
for
the
a
logical
Santa Fe
hospital
earnest about building a great highSanta Fe some years dropped out on
The
diseases.
treatment
of
has
T910.
historic
of
and
contagious
to
the
the
way along
survey
the historical fair business
patronize through
Old Santa Fe Trail. Colorado no doubt town has outbreaks of scarlet fever not been able to hold an exposition
illness almost since.
will join in and New Mexico has in and other contagious
other day, a
the
Only
some
of
the
every
year.
portions
completed
part
man
ill
with
is
The Western World for April
work. With what interest the work
diptheria came into the
Mis- city from the Espanola valley and was
and
several pages to the iSan Juan
eastern
Kansas
in
prosecuted
souri is gauged from the following edi- taken around town in a hack in the country in New Mexico. It prints the
vain endeavor to find a place for him. pictures of the men wflio lead in in& COMPANY
torial in the Kansas City Star:
manifested
by Admission was refused him every- dustrial and civic life and gives facts
"The indifference
Lawrence, Topeka and Osage City in where until finally the Woman Board and figures which show San Juan
county to be the best watered and
the movement for a state highway of Trade, with characteristic energy
In
in
hand.
case
took
among the most productive of New
the
and
Fe
Santa
old
charity,
route
of
the
along the
Mexico counties. Jay Turley, former- whole
the
Trail may have the effect of defeat- the meanwhile, however,
a!--- n
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking: business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coilaterai security. Buys and seils bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foi'iffn exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any moiiey transmiting agency public or
private. Interest alJowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to tnern as liberal treatment in ail respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfuliy solicited.
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THE

HOTEL

ei

j

FARE

trS5.00

--

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best

Hotels in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

iMPEHIAL LAUIDRY

-

";

For Best Laundry Work

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

j

i

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

i

Aent

1

f'

R'S

e

HOTEL

PLAZA BARBER

J. E. LACOME;

id

rietor
Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephons Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

FRKSS

THE BUTTON WK

.Now

THE REST,

supper ready to eat and yon will not have to

wait.

Serving

patronage Is the
Ourlrurea8ing
foe st proof that we merit
yours.

THE HOTEL
RATES

DO

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot

We Are

41.00 A DAY

COROIMADO

AND UP

G.LUPE HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

uii.

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

& Go.

a-

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

UEROPE AN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial If you want first class service,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG

an

Pp.

BMW MiWB!BWBB8

j

dis-jter- y

H. S, KAUNE
'

PHONE 26

--

HEBE IS AVERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
NAVAJO; CHI MAYO BLANKETS,
INDIAN BASKEiS MOQQE POTTRRY

Don't
Fail
to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leatber Goods
Burned Wooden. Placqnes
All Rinds of Drawn-Worleather Pillows Tops
k

Many

other
articles
that

attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.
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MANY HAVE LOSTjt.
IT BY HIDING IT

HOUSE CLEANING TIME iS HERE!
3. H. Clark, of Albuquerque,

the city.

:

is

ii

V. J. Linwood, of Raton, is here on
business.
Claude Black, of Stanley, is at the
Coronudo hotel.
j
Dr. Paul Wolff, a tourist from
is at the Palace.
Matt Summers, a New York cloth-;in- s
salesman, is at the Claire.
lack, D. E. and C. B. Bruton, all of!
;Espanola, are registered at the "Claire
hotel.
W. S. Davidson, a traveling man
(fonn Chicago, is calling on the trade
here.
Register of the Federal Land Office
M. R. Otero spent yesterday in Albu-- I
querque.
Mrs. L. A. Wilson, of Lincoln, Neb.,
ihas arrived here and expects to make
this her home.
j
C. M. Mullin, a post card salesman
from Los Angeles, Calif., is calling on
the trade here today.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
home last evening from a
returned
'When you HIDE YOUR MONEY ar e you not always SCARED? You will
.
I
act so
will know you have money and follow you, and find pleasant trip to Las Vegas'.
Governor
returned
William
Mills
J.
out where it is and steal it. Then you won't have any money.
Besides, money draws interest in o ur batik and makes you MORE home on the Santa FY Elver last even-- j
ins? from a visit to Albuquerque.
MONEY.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
Edward Ehle of Las Cruces, who
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
spent the past week in the capital,
to Albuquerque yesterday.
CO. jwent
BANK &
Page B. Otero who has been ill with
pneumonia at Albuquerque, expects to
return to Santa Fe on Saturday.
L. Bradford Prince re- C- turned yesterday afternoon from a
trip to his ranch in the Espanola
.
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THE season for painting and deccrating is at hand
and what you want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and

j

!

lasting points. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
ifycuuse "SEW ALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUNSHINE" inside finishes,

I

that-peopl-

When ycu paint you want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR. Our paints are made from the BEST white

e

lead and PURE linseed oil, a combination that lasts
for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.

j

UNITED STATES

TRUST

We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,

'

brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.

WATSON & COMPANY

O

(Established 1882)

'i

REAL ESTATE

j

Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque

Valley's absolutely sure.
We have a very attractive list of ranches for
$700.00 and up, which should attract the
most particular buyers.

j

THE

St.

ZZU?2Zl

Agents for YALE MOTOECYCLES.

Mrs. Uhler and son,
of Santa Fe, were
arrivals flale. Charles O. Hopping, Emmett E.
Morn-- ' Laird
here yesterday. Albuquerque
Horace E. Shurman,
Frank
ing Journal.
Quier.
Mrs. J. E. Wood and mother, Mrs.
Roswell Lieut. C. L. Ballard, Jas.
Jones, who have been visiting friends C. Hamilton.
Silver City F. C. Bitto, Jose Bitto
at San Diego, Calif., have returned
Louis Dorsey, Amador Kellutn.
to their homes here.
Raton Frank
j
R. S. Hickey, a traveling man from
Michael
Breggs,
New York City, is calling on the trade. Coyle, F. W. Hill, Logan Twymon.
H. Pettigrew, a business man ot Chil.allup James Brown, John Mc- Sparrow.
cago, is at the Palace.
Clayton Jose L. Buran, Otto F.
Judge A. L. Morrison will be home
on Friday from Prescott, Ariz., where Menger.
Watrous Roy Clark.
he was the guest of his son, Robert E
Morrison, Arizona's brilliant attorney j San Pedro Richard C. Connor,
Las Vegas-Fr- ank
D. Freis, Edward
j
and Republican leader.
S. Lewis, H. H.
Wynkoop.
Mrs. J. W. Crumpacker, who wentj
Las Cruces Nume C. Frenger, Morto Las Vegas Monday on a short busi-jnes- s
D. Llewellyn, Major W. H. H.
gan
trip, returned to the city last
evening. She has rented the resi-- ! Llewellyn.
Chamita Benjamin F. Morris.
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Jay A. Hubbs
Springer Clarence Wright.
1102 West Tijeras avenue, where
j at
Rincon M. J. Piersol.
the summer. Albuj she will spend
Alamogordo Royal A. Prentiss.
querque Morning Journal,
Deming George Rolland.
j
"Frank J. Lavan, a former special
agent, but now associated with the
law firm of Catron and Catron, of
Santa Fe, accompanied by Attorney
C. C. Catron, reacned here yesterday
from Santa Fe. Mr. Lavan today left
MONEY AND MTALS.
for a trip over the Mora grant,
New
York, April 27. Lead dull 433
which is owned by Hon. T. B. Catron.
440;
dull standard spols and
copper
jC. C. Catron returned home last eve
May 12.25 012.50; silver 541-8- ;
Call
ning." Las Vegas Optic.
money
merR. M. Pincetl,

all
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j

Phone. Red Ho. 189

PRTTY

FINE LINE OP

Carpets and Rugs.

FOR THE HOUSE

All kinds of furnishings from ehinawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
go-car-ts

They are
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.
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MARKET REPORT

Ornamental Doors.

fife

If lif

per cent; Prime
cantile paper
Mexican dollars 44; Amalgamted 711-2- ; Atchison
109
New York Central 119
21-8fi- 4

I
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MANY ROUGH

RIDERS
IN NEW MEXICO

t

the Territory Are Representatives to Welcome Home Great

All Over

Rough Rider.

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
kaots, cracks and warpiDgs.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
all sensible, wide-awaarchitects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
s pacifications.
ke

Charles W. Dudrow

Lras

WE POINT PROUDLY
to the fact that we handle only a line
of drugs and remedies known to be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in
the very best qualities.
STR1PL1NG-BUR20W-

&

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.
S

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
on?.yaat

WLL

I

i

Dealers in Furniture

A

DECORATE ANY
OR
AMY TH'frfG. WE E0NT PAY
ENOUGH ATTENTION To

I

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

,

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Palace.

INSURANCE
119 San Francisco

Former Judge Edward A, Mann, of
Albuquerque, is at Gregg's hotel. He'
came here to attend to some legal bus-- !
j
iness.
treasurer
San
of
Romero,
Eugenio
Miguel county and whose son is superintendent of the penitentiary, is at the

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

fV

Should the Rough Riders from all
over the country pour into New York
and charge past the skyscrapers to
meet the "arch" Rough Rider, Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt
fhe middle of
June on his return from Elba, New
Mexico would have probably a right
to a prominent position in the "line of
march."
According to the latest roster of
Rough Riders the following are residing now in this Territory and all have
been invited to attend the regimental
reunion in New YorK when Theodore
Roosevelt
Comes Marching
Home
Again, Hurrah:
Santa Fe George W. Armijo, Henry
P. Bardshar, John H. Bell, Timothy
Breen, Hiram T. Brown, Capt. George
Curry, Stephen E. Easton, Fred Forn-off- ,
Arthur J. Griffin, Lieutenant W. E.
Griffin, William H. Hogle,
Herman
Lowitzki, Dr. James A. Massie, Fred
H. McCabe, Halph E. McFie C. F. McKay, John Morrison,
Fred
Captain
Muller, Thomas Wr. Roberts. John T.
Sandoval, W. C. Schnepple, E. E. Van
Horn, F. C. Wesley, Thomas C. Williams.
Albuquerque: Heye L. Alberts, Jas.
S. Black, Lieut. W. E. Dame, Edward

7--

Reading 159-3-Union Pacific
119

Corn
Oats

July

1021-8-

SYThc

lgTK

i.S"wv

L

LnliHi.

THE .SAME REASON THAT NATURE
THE FLoWERJ, FACTORIES MAKE
RId&oN-FOR ORNAMENT..
Do YOU NOT
LIKE BETTER THE MRD of BRI6HT PLUMA6E
AND DO YOU NOT WIH To BRIGHTEN YOUR

ATTIRE WITH BEAUTIFUL

RIBBoN-5-

21.571-- 2

60.

Lard
Ribs
11.87

May
May

12.271-2- ;

11.95

July
2

97

12.071-2- .

OURTLINEUJ NEW FREH
AND PRICED ARE RIGHT.

July

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, April 27. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 22(R
24; fine mediums 1820; fine 1114.
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., April 27. Cattle
Receipts, G.000, including 200 southerns.
Market, slow. Native steers

W. N. T0WNSEND& C0.

$0.408.20; southern steers $5.G0??
7.G0; southern cows $3.50G.75; native cows and heifers $4.007.75;
stockers and feeders $4.G57.00; bulls
$4.656.40; calves
western
$4.05;
steers $G.OO7.70; western cows $4.25

We

6.75.

Chicago, 111., April 27. Cattle Receipts, 16,000; market, steady to 10
cents lower. Beeves $5.708.40; Tex
as steers $4.75?i;6.25: western steers
$5.006.80; stockers and feeders $3.80
6.75; cows $2.807.50; calves $0.50

CLARENDON
GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS, choice apples now..

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards
I

8.25.

Hour Electric

and

,

MAKE--

.

May 58
July
May 42; July 40.
Pork May 21.371-2- ; July

11

ro'R

Southern Pacific 122;
ISO
Steel S2; pfd

GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., April 27. Wheat May

1071-2- ;

C OPsiGrtT

I

FRESH r,Ain

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rooks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis genus nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A few choice cockerels for sale
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

ervice

and
MIB3T

n and After March :iat.
aiai9 spate ucivi weett. lur cictuibiiuns
a
Wie tip those d&v K p l&lsf&b
and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
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ffln
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Santa Fe Water
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Light Company

eggs wry day
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which will interest others, we repro- receive the reward for which he had
duce here the part relating to the mat- worked so faiuMully disgusted him
ter of health. "Vve do this because with politics and he returned to the
we know Lawrence won't mind it. newspaper business. Two years ago
"You asked whether we have much Wood went to New Jersey, of which
sickness here, I will give you the facts state he was a native, and decided to
and let you judge for yourself. In the remain there. After following newslirst place, understand that this region paper work for some time he decided
has been settled over three years, and to enter the ministry. Wood is a college man, and therefore was admitted
practically every claim within eight to
the seminary at once. His brother,
miles or more is taken.
J. E. Wood, assistant secretary of the
genof
"Now
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in this scope
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Colorado Prison Association, received
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"One
over
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lady,
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CEOSSIA
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ATLANTA.
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at 7.30 v t2-1'8 37
9 U'.ev have used it, or heard of its being
17 IS
8
Horlim
stomach trouble, caused by medicine
U4
8 20
7 35
Tie 1'ark, N. M.. l.v
Ar
H. H. DORMAN.
useu, witii success.
taken for asthma.
uedied
was
Acting Master.
who
a
other
"The
ur oocies are ansoiuteiy
lady
Connects with K. 1'. S. W. Ky. train No. 12 arrivins In Pnwson, X, M. m G:15 p. m.
R. McCORD, Secretary.
or
ALAN
vita!
force
is
fluid
most
from
This
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by
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health.
for
complicated
childbirth,
blood
on
lit
U.M
V
K.v. train No.
pem.
pure
tConnects wit Ii K. T.
leaving 1'awson N,M. lit 9:55a. in.
fist a ire for Van llonten X. M, meets trains at Preston X. M.
;d as lone as it remains pure we are apt to escape disease, but chronic conditions.
I'assenner trains arrive and depart from leMolucs as follow :
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
"That is the mortality record of the
SOl'TH HOUXH
XiiUTH HUl'XIe
any impurity, humor or poison acts injuriously on the system auu Obar
A. M.
R.
No. 8. 10.44 a. in.
Regular conXo. 1. 4. IS a- m.
settlement
first
from
its
country
aileets some portion of the body.
Xo. 7. (i 49 p. in.
No, 2. 11 11 p. in.
second
vocation
Monday of
Traek connection with A . T. &. S, K. By. at Tiaton and Preston with O. i S. Ry. at
Pustular eruptions, pimples, rashes, and the various skin airections, jto date, complete.
Masonic
month
at
each
Pes Moines K P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax. X M, and Ciiiiarron A Northwestern at
will
observe,
"And by the way, you
feverish and diseased condition as the result
Cimarron. X. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Kayado
m.
7:30
Hall
at
p.
and Ked Lakes, N. M.
of" some humor or the presence of a fiery acid which inflames that unlike many new settlements, no
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Pte Park. X. M. is depot for the following stations in X. M Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
Ked
Pvanchos
Lakes.
do
Kheumatism comes from body died 'with his boots on.'
Cerro. Klizabethtowu. Lolio, Questa,
Taos,
fibres and tissues.
Kaldy Black
delicate
the
and
irritates
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
Kiver City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
"There is absolutely no local cause
an excess of uric acid in the circulation, causing soreness and stiffness for
Jnily. fKlat', tl laily except Sunday
disease, and the only fatal malady
or the muscies and lomts, wi.i.e
Santa Fe Commandery No.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
lis Old Age.
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Gentleman
"To show how healthful the country
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Superintendent,
Blood Poison
1 medicine.
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and
tonic
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is, listen to this:
ive appetite and energy and make
deep-seate- d
blood
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better every wny.
"A Kansas man opened a drug store
7:30 p. m.
will" continue to grow worse
i found it also an excellent blcod rv.iri-- 8
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in Obar last summer. He was closed
months I was trou bled with
ilur.
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
as long as the cause remains.
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eruption
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by the sheriff within six months.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
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a
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natural
S.
"A doctor from Ohio located here
i ii:,-- to tret a cure, but ii. 3. S. is tne
It is made about a
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onlv medicine thnt vouUl oi Xve. Iaina
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purifier
year ago. Aside from a few
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Santa Fe
think
r.ov live cf his eruption.
of Perfection No. 1
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of the pure juices una cases of toothache and gum boils, he 14th degree.Lodge
rent dnal oJvonr
entirely
Ancient
and Accepted
and
jj ir. to be the best blood nuyilier
extracts of roots, herbs and harks had only one case of importance in Scottish Rite of Free Masonry
i tou known to the wovlcl lod.i ,'
meets
and three months. It was a 'baby case' on the third
MBS. IfRANlC HOIINEK.
curative
of
ability,
recognized
of
month
each
Monday
0.
1330 Zl&at Seventh St., Canton,
being absolutely free from all and bv the time the doctor got to the at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
harmful minerals is a sale medi- house the kid was out in the front Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
From childhood I r,.'.i-- ailiicted
'! vritn a lerriblo blood
My
S. S. S. yard heaving rocks at the cat!
cine for young or old.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor'J
had me treated by a number
3 L i
death dially iitvited to attend.
was
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to
from
the
"To
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disease
into
cir
down
lut
starving
".itinns,
keep
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and
all
Points in New
Douglas,
ton luucii i'or them. 'Xlmn T jrrcw into
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
and removes every trace ot im- the druggist and doctor both moved
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laanliouci, lmv.dicapped by acaterrible
S
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
and haviui; tried
went to farming.
Venerable Master.
many
It
claims
and
on
out
or
humor
poison.
purity,
5 r.n:ci'Uea
viv.'iov.r rraier, a lrienu
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
"Now, I am perfectly willing to make HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
and enriches the blood
to try K. S. S. 1 haa little
tir.?.
ire
purifies
8 fVu!:
inanv medicr.ic. I was happy
Secretary.
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
and cures promptly and perma-nentl- y a proper affidavit to the truth of all the
to f:nd, however, that. I had at last
i rrjt.teu the nyht veu.nuy. S. S. 3. did
foregoing with the possible exception
Rheumatism,
Catarrh,
1:10
n.r.ch freed that I soon had
B. P. O. E.
&
Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Skin of the kid, I may be in error there,
he pec of VMn;r cured. I continued
P the
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
red e ini-- l
kid may have been in the back
the
veinady and was enGI.ENN.
Blood
Diseases, Contagious
OHABLES
pleteiy
instead of the front yard, but it holds its regular session on the secCOfCS Wash. St., Ivlt. Jaclt.,on, Ind.
!)
Poison, and all other diseases and yard
ond and fourth Wednesday of eacn
was all the same to the cat."
and
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of month. Visiting brothers are invited
will
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readers
Editorial
'
A. J. FISCHER,
poisons in the blood, whether inherited or acquired.
course understand that the above was and welcome.
most
the
time
same
S. S. S. is the most reliable and at the
pleasant written as a part of a personal letter, J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
acting medicine for those whose blood has become weak and anaemic, and while something must always be
For Rates and full information address
or who are suffering from Malaria or other debilitating sickness. It allowed for the freedom of such
It Is only proper to say
Knights of Pythias.
adds strength to the circulation, builds up failing health, and in every
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of the surSanta Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
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with
that
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to
glad
healthful
a
tonic
as
system.
bracing,
way acts
prising performance of the kid, we Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
G.
A.
to send a general treatise on the blood, and any medical advice neceshave not drawn on our imagination, Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. 0. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitEl Paso Texas.
sary to the treatment, free to all who write describing the trouble from but stated literal facts.
which they are suffering. S. S. S. is for sale at ail drug stores.
Now contrast this with conditions ing Knight's invited to attend.
"
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

THE

I

DENVER & RIO GIUNDE R. R.

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE
OF

v.

Palace.

Paul Wolff, Indianapolis; R. S.
Hickey, New York; H. Pettigrew,
Chicago; J. H. Clark, Albuquerque;
Dr.

W. J. Linwood, Raton; Eugenio Romero, Las Vegas; W. S. Dawson,' Chicago.
Claire.
Matt Sommers, New York City;
Jake Levy, Albuquerque; C. M. Mullin,
Los Angeles; D. R. Vivian, Columbia,
Mo.; Jack Bruton, D. E. Bruton, C. B.
Bruton, Espanola; J. M. Weldon,
Wood River, Neb.; J. A. Garcia, Conejos, Colo.; M. A. Ross, Albuquerque;
Mrs. L. A. Wilson, Lincoln, Neb.
Gregg's.

A. Mann, Albuquerque; R.
E. Smith, Raton; F. A. Swayne, Den-verA. M. Hammond, Las Vegas.

Edward

FROM
SANTA FE, NEW

Coronado.
Claude Black, Stanley;
roe, Cerrillos.

MEXICO

Stations in British Columbia,
California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

March 1st. to April J5th

and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN

Ye 8,4s a. m.
ArrlviiiK Kl 1'aso 10.40 p. 11.,

T

1 I

E. P.

&

dill l3m 4
S

W.

ani R)ck Island trains carry Standard
J. P. LYNG,
CiV Freiaht

& Passennpp

r7rr

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

The

drinking spree.
growths back to flesh afrain. That Is impossible.
But I can now surely kill the pains and pangs of
this deplorable disease.
In Germany witn a jnemistn me uny 01 THIS BEATS ALL
w,Ytc,ar
I fnnnil thtt lflxt. inffmdipnt with
FOR GOOD CLIMATE.
Which Dr. Snoop's Rheumatic Remedy was made j
a perfected, dependable prescription. Without
that last ingredient, I successiuny irearea many, No Illness at Obar Doctor
man v rasma nf Rhpumn tism : but now. at last. It unU
Drug
of this heretofore
Store Go Out of Business A
formly cures all curable cases sand-like
much dreaded disease. Those
granular
Town Without a Cemetery,- wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood, seemtodissolve
as
away under the action of this remeay
freely"B9 aoes8Ugar when added to pure water
Last week we received a letter from
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous wastes
tree y pass irom tne system, ana uib muw
There Is now no an old friend, L. T. McAtee, of the
Rheumatism Is gone forever.
real need no actual excuse to suffer longer with-- ictate Ttanlr at Rpntinol
In
nkln
seU. and In conndence recommana

ad

Pallmia and Tourist Sleepers, Caair Cars and Coaches
'

t1

CrvstalI

Rheumatism

Will leave Santa FV 8 45 a. m.
Arrive at Kansas UHy 5,50 p. m. next
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a. m. 2nd day day

ryr'r"r'--

fr

I

QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
HP

.J

1

coirti".

RETURNING
I.pavlnn El Paso 8.00 a. ni.
Arriving Santa Kg 9.45 p. m.

Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
points in Sou;hern New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
A

j

f

VIA
Santa

j

'

DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
CENTRAL

-

WASHINGTON, D. C.
World's

Sunday

School

Convention,

May

19ih-26t- h

$68.10

ROUND TRIP
From SANTA FE, N. M.
DATES OP SALE
MAY 14, 15, 16, 17,
Return limit June 15th.
SANTA PE NEARLY ALL

THE WAY.

j

SELLING DATES

MEXICO

Mon-

BIS

kj .

tVirt rAnilncmn
T.r
n
WOO
fi.at t
dt Tolon
t7.l
yards here. His brother is taking him of (his studies will enter the Episcopal
to Las Vegas.
ministry. With ability in plenty, and
An aged man was brought to the personal popularity as well, Wood
BEDLAM TURNED LOOSE
IN ALBUQUERQUE JAIL. county jail by friends from San Igna- - made a success as a newspaper man.
cio, a little town west of here on the He was connected with the Times and
Rio Puerco.
He is suffering from the Republican for several years. The
Four
From
Man Recovering
Spree and
mental derangement and refuses to same qualifications gave him success
Insane Persons Make Life a
cut his hair or his beard, both of in politics. Wood's first political po- Burden for Sheriff.
are long and unkempt. When sition was as secretary to R. R.
j which
his
friends
Placed him on a car at Wright, when the latter was mayor,
1
Will-Albuquerque N M April 27
'Barelas ne secured two large stones When James H. Peabody was elected
iani Winfred 'a negro held in the
and
toknow where they governor he chose Wood for his sec
county jail under surveillance as to were em.andd
taking him. He was told that he retary and Jesse McDonald, wtoo held
his sanity is becoming so violent that
was going to the depot to buy a ticket the governorship following Peabody,
his jailers have difficulty in handling
San Ignacio.
The answer satis- - continued him in office.
Wood re- him. When a deputy from the sher- - !or,
fled
blm
and
boarded
to
he
the
become
of the Re- readlly
signed
secretary
Winfred
iff's office entered his cell
r
was
ln
Placed
state
JalL
Publican
central
cmnty
aTnd
committee, but
suddenly attacked him and in order San
not
a
was
b
ral!road
not
state
the
Siven
Positio
Ifna:10
?
was
to escape injury, the deputy
some
The man had been which he was slated. His failure to
nw
vnnv ,
sin
there for years but of late he,
then, when he has become violent, it "villg
has been necessary to handcuff him. baswa"dered!abouit lik a wild man.;
01
!
He will likely be brought into
I
His
friends
comwant
him
clothing.
and examined as to whether or not he
mitted to the insane asylum.
Another man from Albuquerque,'
who formerly conducted a small tail-- !
;oring establishment ihere, is also in;
the county jail, pending an examina-- j
I haveI found a tried and tested cure for Kheu. tion as to his sanity. He is thought
tnatism
Not a remedy that will straighten the to be suffering
from a prolonged
distorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor turn bony

TO

Mil

H. C.

c.
uao
ing fine and every prospect for a good
Altogether the police and sheriff's season, but there is somebody sick in
office have four insane men on their
nearly every house, and during the
hands.
winter there were no less than eight
A Finlander, whose name is not deaths in one family, practically wipknown to the police, was found in the
out the whole household.
railroad yards here, having walked ing
is better to be alive in New MexIt
all the way from Bernalillo to Albu
isnt it.
1C0 than dead in Oklahoma
querque, although he had a ticket from
Obar.
at
no
is
There
cemetery
El Paso to Duluth. The railway police say that as passenger train number ten was entering Bernalillo, the TURNS FROM POLITICS
TO CHRISTIAN MINISTRY.
Finn became suddenly crazed and
running to the doorway jumped from
the coach. He was not hurt by tihe Samuel H. Wood, Well Known in This
fall and before anyone could reach
City and Brother of J. E. Wood
him, he scrambled to his feet and fled.
To Become Clergyman.
He was next seen in Albuquerque.
U. Baca, a young man living near
Samuel H Wood, for neai'ly ten
Silver City, is detained here.
His years a newspaper man and politician
brother came to Albuquerque yester- - 0f Denver, and well known in Santa
dal from Belen searching for him. Fe, where he visited his brother, J. E.
The police were notified to watch for Wood, will become a clergyman. He
Baca, who escaped from his brother is now taking a course in a seminary
'
OTlr?
rrVt

Agent.
i

ji &

- Sugar!

Dr. Shoop's

Rheumatic

Remedy

BURROWS CO.

hich
asked a number of quesfions
in rearard to this r,art. nf th coun- try.
Among other things he asked:
"Have you much sickness there?"
We answered his letter, and as there
la much Information in our reply

Excursion Rates

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

$45.20
One vay via
PORTLAND or
SEATTLE,

$60.90
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and
VICTORIA B. C.

$55.00

uu

New MeXTCaa Printing Com-.any has on hand a large supply o!,8UtM
pads and tablets suitable for acbool I
work, the desk, and also for lawyers!
md merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents In book form.
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
STRIPLING

Summer

Dates of Sale, May 28t
to June 3rd, July 9th to
SEALED BOXES
A TRIUMPH IN SUGAR MAKING!

BWSllOARFORTEAJWCOFm!
BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!

16th.

Return Limit, three months from
date of sale. Call on address,
H. H. 'LUTZ, Agent
Santa Fe, N.M.
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w.;; i.s bored over!; , the solid rock
formation corresponding to the great
uplift of the Sacramento mountains,
In nt her words the w. stern
face of the
Sac ramentos is a
great fault line,
j which
separates the original strata r
the valley and the strata of the
mountains, wlndi have doubtless been
from their original position to
jhft'-an . ievation of several thousand feet.
j Whether the floor of the
valley is
and level in its stratification or has been folded into
synolines
ant .Vines is undetermined i,iit nmh- ab! rhi Intipith
Geological Survey Pertinent
The- observations of
experienced
and geologists are at this time
of ;( p interest, on Hie
subject .of
for oil and gas in theNMnter-moiit.inregion, and the results of observations made in various' localities
vli..t-.,1,,...
i ii'-im'- - iH'eu iounil l)V going
out. into a new field and
opening up oii
and gas fields.
Sustained By Authorities.
"The first general conclusion, based
upon experience
and observation."
r.'asiiiu.-- iiawonn. a high aunior- "" "n'jjt-- i i, is mat on and
gas are almost, always found In a porous rock rather than in
genuine fissure veins. Sandstone is the most uniformporous rock known, and almost
all the oil and gas known to man have
been found in sandstone.
i
t,. .. Kirr
.xnuinei
is that in oil fk Ids
thus far developed in other fields a
bed of fine grained, compact, shale or
clay overlies the porous stone, which
serves as a blanket or
covering to
hold the materials in and keen them
H'roin escaping."
Spurface Indications Good.
Oil fields in general have been discovered by prospectors attracted by
surface indications. Usually leaks or
springs bring oil to the surface and
prospectors have placed their drills
nearby.
In the Kansas and Oklahoma
fields,
oil is found in sandstone, not in one
individual sandstone, but in many. The
field is much more
spotted ....and un- .......
nortoin fli.in
Hum nuuie uuiers.
l Here is
an almost, total lack of structural relations.
In the Pennsylvania region
there are broad anticlinal ridges and
synclinal troughs which in a measure
com ro) the location of oil and
gas.
Origin of Oil and Gas.
The origin of oil and gas is the
most important question and one that,
if it were positively known, we should
better know where to prospect for
them. At present, there are two main
and conflicting theories
regarding it.
One is held in a tentative way by nearly all the working geologists who are
familiar with field conditions in oil
and gas regions. The other is field by
chemists.

Twine Will Become Cheaper Chicago Wants Grand Opera Company
of Her Own.
111.,
Chicago.
April 27. The mutila- tion of the postal savings bank bill,
which the Senate passed and the
House committee pigeonholed, beHi
comes peculiarly interesting in view
of the Standard Oil hostility to the
measure which has been voiced in a
circular of the National City Bank of
New York, a Standard Oil institution,
The hostility proceeds, it appears, not.
from doubt of the public benefit of the
measure but because the premium on
securities held by big banks is aff
vi I Mhu
..
P.
fected. "From every point of view the '
as
it
bill
bank
passed
postal savings
.... r'i
'i.Z.
the Senate is open to objection," the
circular declares. "The provision relative to the investment of deposits in
If you"" .ire a woman r.nd you have this symptom get
government bonds in time of war or
great national crises is particularly
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound without delay.
unfortunate. Tn order to secure the
Backache seems an invention of the evil one to try
passage of the bill through the Sensouls. Only those who suifer this way can underwoman's
ate a compromise was affected wherestand the wearing, ceaselevs miser)'.
by postal deposits invested in government bonds at such times, should be
We a:,k all such women to read the two following letters
only in bonds bearing not less than 2
for proof that Mrs. I'inkham's medicine cures backache
4
per cent, per annum. This is concaused by female diseases.
strued as a deliberate discrimination
tt;iav.i!i1.-- .
t r,ii
T:iitiinicVocni.
against the $731,000,000 two per cents
mo a vi'll woman,
lias
tabic
'iiMomil
::::
which the government has already is'ieaiyJVV and I would like to toll made
the wliolo world about it.
sued."
The propaganda of banking
"1 suffered from female troubles and fearinterests against the measure has disful pains in my back. I had the host doctors
closed complacent belief that the
and they all advised an operation. Lydia
measure had been put to sleep to
I'inkliain'.s Vegetable Compound made me a
well woman and 1 have no more bacUaehe. I
wake again, however. The Journal of
a::i
ready to tell everyone what this medieine
dethe American Bankers' Association
lias done for me." Mrs. Knima Jmse, a:tli First
clares: "But with the report of the
St., Milwaukee, "Wis.
National Monetary Commission, which
Pittsburg:, Pa. "I had baekaehe for four
is likely to be made at the next sesV3&Vr
L
months steady and tried everything for it, hut
sion and the strengthening of the
helped nie until 1 took Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable
nothing
t ompound. Alter the lirst bottle I lelt a change. 1 took live in
banking systems of the various states
all ami I am cured. J have not had any baekaehe since. I think
where weaknesses exist, the American
the Compound is wonderful for women." Mrs. G. Leiser, ."Ui;
buv leaf
Bankers' Association will be in a betirere sales if
Kinkaid St., 1., Pittsburg, Pa.
ter position to still show. that there is
i!
huge
no necessity for the establishment of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has made
Postal Savings
workmen
Banks."
thousands of cures of such cases. You notice we say has
Senator
same steadv
give
Aldrich's
commission
is
monetary
cured thousands of cases. That means that we are telling
be more
loaded to kill postal savings banks if
you what it has done, not what we think it will do. We
the people who need them do not wake
as good as
are stating facts, not guesses.
up and demand action by the House
in Congress.
We challenge the world to name another remedy for feThe loosening of the noose of the
male ills which has been so successful or received so many
sisal hemp monopoly of Yucatan,
testimonials as has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
which has had the American farmer's
needs for binding twine tied fast, is
For 30 years Lydia R. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
proceeding rapidly with the increase
female ills. No siek woman does justice to
of
on the new lands of
herself w ho will not try this famous medicine.
western Canada reported on the ChiMade exclusively from roots and herbs, and
If
less
we
have
of
to
cago market. The profits from the
has thousands of cures to its credit.
more on them.
But steady sales of millions a year
flaxseed have been so great of lale
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
that, the acreage has increased
to write her for advice. She has
by
justify the purchase of entire crops, make possible
to health tree of charge.
thousands
leaps and bounds, now that the flax
guided
the
maintenance of enormous warehouses where floors
1E1A t PINKHAM
Address Mrs. Pinkiiaia, Lynn, Mass.
fiber serves the new purpose of twine.
of tobacco can be ripened, until all the harshness is
Some exceptional crops are reported
The Organic Origin Theory.
from Alberta along the Canadian PaThe first, theory assumed that oil under the oil horizon, lioili of the To-'- t ions have joined the Western Forest
aged out, and enough reserve stock held in storage
cific's main transcontinental line. One
and gas represent products of decay yah oil lields are immense beds of and Conservation Association, headed
to
when the tobacco isn't
against off-yea-rs
farmer in the Bow River valley who
Northwest of by Albert L. Fleweilin- - of
of organic matter, which was imbed- gypsum and sulphur.
Spokane
had 57 acres planted in flax last year,
up to standard. That's why the Henry George is
ded in rock masses at the time they the new discovery at Camp City, are mud composed larsrelv ,,r timber land
which yielded 29 bushels of grain to
oeus
were formed.
oi g psum anu suipnur. me ;0wners in Washington. Idaho,
ahi
alwcys delightful, always satisfying and always good.
;gon,
the acre, was offered $2.14 per bushel,
same communis occur in me iiaiu Montana and California
i nis
in
is
In
fair
case
explanation
in
and
town
general
or $G2.0C per acre for his crop, a total
aHead in every case.
every
u
umm
un
ul suuuieasiei
ly satisfactory, but the trouble is that tnui
of more than $3,500. This is for the
Europe.
it is not assuredly correct.
The Clubhouse is banded
Perfecto
the
is not
According
seed alone, which is used for the manThose who prospect for oil should
to it. oil and gas should be found close
ufacture of oils. The flax plants are
NILES & MOSER CIGAR CO., Distributors
to where nature made and deposited remember that mere seepage of oil
also utilized in the manufacture of
Telephone Main 3500
Denver, Col.
the organic matter. Therefore the or asphaltum at the surface does not
linen, paper and twine. Almost, as
search should be made in porous rock signify that the oil lies immediately
HK4HCOJH
soon as the modern twine using
masses surrounded bv hhici.- - l.itmni. under them but the leakage of
was invented the American
nous shale or by other rocks which is considered an almost certain 111(11
A good Home Comfort range for
farmer began to pay tribute to the
could have produced iheni by decom- cation of oil existing below the point sale at once; $23; 2.1,1 Y. .Manhattan
of escape, as gas naturally seeks a Ave.
hemp growers of Yucatan. For years shock when the receipts did not even GEOLOGICAL FORMATION
position of contained organic matter.
vertical channel to arise to the
the sisal hemp grown in that conn-- j reach the $75,000 mark per week. The
OF NEW OIL FIELD. either vegetable or animal, or both.
try was not only the best, but practi- - fact is that Chicagoans are wearv of
..TO KENT A well furnished front
The Chemical Theory.
cally the only hemp available for mak- - paying tribute to New York's grand U. S.
room
with use of b ub. Lady prv
The
cOiemical
view
of the origin of
Geological Survey Findings Seem
ing bindery twine. As the demand for opera company, and are patientljwait-twin- e
ferred. Inquire at office.
oil and gas has been nflvnr;ito,i
to Have Forecast Existence of
increased the Yucatans put up ing until they have an organiaztion of
many years. It assumes that at one
Big Basin.
the price time after time, and their their own next fall,
FOR SALE Phaeton in good repair
time, at least a portion of the earth
tributes from American and other
HOW
was
THEY
STAND.
and
a
in
molten
newly painted. Price $30.00. Wiland
condition,
that
The locality of the reported
Unique Land Sale.
farmers soon made them enormously
& Rising, San Francisco street.
National League.
while in that condition, carbon unitliams
of
petroleum at Camp City, X. M., ed
i ne purcnase or a sirip or land only
C.
Won.
wealthy. A few years ago a big har- three-quartewith
Lost
P.
different
carmetals,
forming
of an inch wide stands 10 miles south of Alamogordo, is on bides
1
7
.S75 ..STOLEN
similar to that known to exist Philadelphia
vesting machinery company began exGentleman's Princeton
the eastern side of the great basin,
as
the
most
unchallenged
r
unique
1
.S3: Coaster brake bicycle from residence.
..1 ,oou nun.
periments in the northwest with flax,
Pittsburg
m
geo
named
rough
manually,
by
"Hueco
the
geologists
transaction
in
estate
Chicago real
4
2
.fi67 Return and receive reward. Carl A.
hoping to find in its fiber a substitute
In the El Paso folio of the U. logic time, water ihas come in con- Chicago
c,
New York
for the sisal hemp of Yucatan. These down to date. When James Mont-- S.
tact
with
these
metaiic
.(;" Bishop.
and
carbides,
Geological Survey, Dr. G. B. Richgmery so,d his residence the pur- - ardson
;,
has brought about a decomposition of Cincinnati
4
.429
experiments have progressed so satis-- 1 chaser
describes
a
this
bolson
as
a woman made the trouble
Boston
2
(i
the
.250
carbides,
oxides
waste-fillefactorily that now it Is only a matter some
of
the
producing
broad
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
lowland, bordered
2
discovery that his grey stone on the west
7
metals and
.222 Santa Fe
Brooklyn
of time when most of the binderv
tlhe
narrow
nojth-soutby
Irrigation and Improvement
s
was
of
an
ia
!honse
St.
Louis
2
7
.222 Co.,
wn to
twine will be made from flav
The chemical theory of the origin
on the east bv the
range,
maps
and prices at Charles E.
over
on
the line
the adjoining Hueco
American League.
the United States and in western Can-incmountains, and on the south by of oil and gas apparently is gaining
Michael, Real Estate.
a
o.V
ueen
Won.
C.
Lost P.
faVor. If it could onlv he determined
ipiupeny. naving
singea
aa
the valley of the Rio Grande.
similar predicament, the woman would
:)
5
.023
which theory is correct or get some Detroit
Grand Onera.
Bounded
Mountains.
By
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Ex!not complete the deal until the needed
?,
.,"
.025
,
Philadelphia
other
correct
Hueco
The
to
bolson
is
and
be
one
discovered
of
yet
the
largg
perience
:;
unnecessary. Sell our brands
G0than:at Urip of land had been acquired. When est of the
2
.600
theory that would solve (he origin of St. Louis
intermontane, waste-filleto the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
conspicuous lack of
,
Xew
?,
York
the owner of
learn.
.531
4.
adjoin
plains of the Trans-Peco- s
f
region, says these mineral oils and gases we would Cleveland
SrDd
4
r
.444 for full particulars at once. Globe
UTT
what the situation was he promptly Richardson. Together with
its north- have rules to lead our prospecting to Boston
hi4
5efnbasedonfact-C5
.444 Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
declined to deed the strip ward and southward continuations it ultimate success.
4
6
.400
Washington
ZTn'Jll
lSI,.ring' gratuitously as a matter of courtesy is over 200 miles in length, about half
Condition Favors Organic Theory.
cuuulls "uhlIlt!,s lor kindness. Therefore
2
5
FOR RENT In most delightful part
,
Chicago
.286
and
of
it
Texas-Xedickenngs
each
side
lying
of
the
the
Eugene Caste,
Canadian oil treohas not been willing to
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
of city,
.
n,snib bickerings were begun over the price Mexieon
.
..
house with
Ml,up
boundary. It varies in width, lusiai., maintains mat geology can toIn its best
and most ex- - !of a parcel of property less than an
National League.
new bath, electric lights,
cellar;
25
most
miles.
The
averaging
possibly
day
of
.
clearly prove the origin
pensive diamonds to listen indoors to'.iinch in
acre of
width. This incident is a
telephone,
rich garden,
greater part of the bolson has an ele- oil to be inorganic and the result of Brooklyn at Boston.
. t
opera stars. For grand opera in
New York at Philadelphia.
Mm
f,,
young
vation
small
,
orchard,
fruits,
4000
solfataric
and
approximating
volcanic
feet,
emanations and Pittsburg at Chicago.
vuiuaso is noc a paying proposition, property owners in the same vicinity It is bordered
city and acenuia water, yards for 200
by mountains which rise cites tlhe oil fields of Beaumont as
even with the box office receipts for
St. Louis at Cincinnati.
hens, stable for horse and cow, room
when it was discovered that the from 2,000 to 5,000 feet higher. On positive evidence to this theory. The
four weeks at $250,000. But neither is
American League.
for carpenter shop. Address L., New
one man's house projected the west are the San Andres, Organ, mound of Spindle Ton he maintains
of
cornice
it in New York, where derisive guffChicago at Cleveland.
was the crater of an old mud volcano.
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
franklin
and
over
one.
of
in
line
the
other
others
ranges
the
Finally
Mexico,
aws at Chicago as lacking musical
Detroit at St. Louis.
the
owner of the offending cornice was on the east are the Sacramentos, Hue- Asphaltum Sometimes Indicates Oil.
culture, has been going the rounds.
Philadelphia at New York.
To more thoroughly introduce our
to saw it off on a chalk line co, Finlay and Quitman mountains.
A'sphaltum found on the surface of
Boston at Washington.
However, Chicago will have Its own obliged,
Formation Not Determined.
choicest garden seeds we offer 10 full
the ground led to the discovery of oil
drawn by a surveyor. Ordinarily suropera organization, regardless of cost
In the Hueco bolson the deep cover
five cents' packages for 10c, postage
a number of places, such as those
lines have a latitude of severJohn L. Shaffer has an- veyors'
$350,000.
al inches, but as the value of property of unconsolidated material conceals 'of Sour Lake in Texas and in tlhe Cali- - SOWING PINE SEED
paid:
nounced that the financial support is has
WITH CORN PLANTERS. 1 Giant Russian Sunflower
5c
risen lines have been run with in- the structure of the underlying rocks fornia fields as well as in the Kansas
secured. The
a large part of the area is un- fields.. But this is not
assertion
1 Mammoth Flat
at'$8,-00- 0 Possibly
Dutch Cabbage,
exactness.
a sure
With
land
creasing
always
that Chicago would attend opera only!
asure header
a foot an inch of it is no trivial derlaid by practically flat lying beds sign that the oil lies immediately un- Foresters Are Restoring Thousand
5e
when drawn by the magnetic name of investment
Acres of Burned Over Land in
which are faulted near the western der the surface
1' Black Spanish Winter Radish
5c
pools, as was the case
a siar nas Deen disproved; some or
Northern Idaho.
margin of tJhe bolson along the east- in the field near Fort Stockton, Tex.
1 Cuban dueen Watermelon
5c
ern base of the Franklin mountains. where the oil and
the performances of the Metropolitan
Spokane, Wash., April 27. Hand 1 Best Sugar Parsnip
5c
leaks
It Is an admitted fact that real esThe record of the well warranted came to the surface asphaltum
company that had the smallest attendare being used by for- 1 Purple Top Globe Turnip
at
a
5c
possiplace
men
financial
tate,
and
all
merchants
the expectation of ultimately striking bly some distance from the bodies of esters to sow white pine seed in the 1 Acme Late Tomato
ance were glittering with names high
, .5c
and scintillating in the operatic firma- say that quickest and bst results are oil even if the real thing has not vet oil, and the drill
Coeur d'Alene national reserve in 1 Hubbard
in
a
progressed
Squash
...5c
obtained
by advertising in the New been encountered.
ment. On the other hand some of the
northern Idaho, where L000 acres of 1 Rocky Ford Cantaloupe, Musk-meloAlthough the site wrong direction.
is near the western slope of the Sacrabest patronized performances were Mexican.
There El Paso parties bored nearly land was burned over last summer as
5e
mento range, no solid rock
those where the starlight was least
feet, going through oil strata the result of carelessness or neglect 1 Golden Self Bleaching Celery
c
If you are in heed of anything, try been met. But tfliere can be nohas yet 2,000
doubt near the surface, and down through by picknickers in not extinguishing
brilliant. Last year Chicagoans dug a New Mexican
Want Ad.
that the bolson of alluvium where the over 200 feet of almost pure
deep into their pockets and fished out
sulphur camp fires. The work is under the di50c
$100,000 a week for two weeks, for the
rection of W. G. Weigle, supervisor of This excellent assortment valued at
privilege of listening to the New York
the forest district. Twelve thousand half dollar for 10c.
select white nine staplings will also be With every order our 5u page cata
organization. But Chicagoans were
Cures Biliousness, Sick
the system planted this spring.
The forests in logue sent free. If you will send with
opera hungry then, having been cut off
the schedule the preceding year and
Headache, Sour Stomnorth and central Idaho, which include your order names of five of your
thoroughly
given only one week in the season belargest stand of white pine left friends who would be Interested, we
and
ach, Torpid
sallow complexions of the
fore that. But $100,000 a week was
intact on this continent, are protected will send you a package of flower
too great a pace to maintain, and the
and the seeds for each name.
Constipation.
pimples and blotches. by fire timber associations
zealous promoters of this spring's
the state sharing
government
patrol,
E. W. FEB,
im
It
four-weethe cost of the work with the fire fightengagement received a
W. Lead Ave.,
STRIPLINQ-BURROW& CO.
These organza-ing organizations.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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6 o'clock this morning the
thermometer registered 51 degrees. A
year ago today the maximum was C7
38
degrees and the minimum was sun- (Continued From Hage Two.)
while there was 82 per cent of
Presbytery in Session The Santa shine.
Fe presbytery is in session this week
Many Selling Tickets for Concert
at Taos.
'if there isn't a large audience at me
Dr. h5h Krhnol's srirls'
in Antonito
Dr. McCarthy
concert Friday
not be because the girls
Thomas McCarthy, the veterinarian, , ht lt
is enjoying the first few breaths of the who are sen;ng the tickets have neg- 1910 spring at Antonito attending
';iected their duty. Many people were
professional matters. He is not ex visited yesterday and the girls dispos
A
er! nf binck after block of seats.
pected home for several weeks.
out
Sentenced
Old
to
turn
Year
Boy
Thirteen
'arre audience is expected
Esmundo Sanchez, a
the girls hope that the proceeds
ican boy, charged with theft of $'"! wm be large. The amount realized
in money and jewelry valued at $20, !f,.om tho concert will go to the music
was sentenced at El Paso to serve deparlnient o the school.
three vears in the reform school
Tennis Enthusiasts, Attention A
Sentenced for Smuggling Opium-Ma- rtin
many people are talking tennis
good
Gallegos, who was found guil- these days and about May 1 the nets
rety in federal court at El Paso of
will be put up and the lively sport beceiving smuggled opium, was - sent- gun in earnest. Those wttio wish to
enced Tuesday morning to serve a six
the Santa Fe Tennis Club in
months' sentence in the county jail. join
which membership this year will probHeavy Traffic on Santa Fe Owing ably be $3 should address the presi- to the heavy passenger traffic and the rlQTitSanta
rr oanratnrv nf rhp rlllh.
large number of extra coaches, Santa Fe, N. M. A couple of strong
r
..
Fe
train No. 1 was run as
a double header last night, two of the
toward rolling the courts as Dr. J. A.
biggest engines on the division being itoiis, tine
retiring president generused to pull the train.
ously aided in such matters for two
inAn
Pleasing Program Prepared
consecutive years and the club has
teresting and pleasing program has voted him a vacation.
been prepared for the concert to be
A
Glee Club Popular Organization
given Friday evening by the High
be charged for
admission
will
small
will
School Glee Club. The admission
be 25 cents for adults and 15 cents for
XV
Club.VT
ling by the High School GleeT,
children. The public is invited.
,
nnrcnasmsr
will Iip

day and at
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The great Baking Powder
of the country
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used in millions of
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in your
We advise you to be sure1 of
clothes; we're pretty certain if you once determine
that you must have that quality, you'll come to us
for your clothes.
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Fabrics, Models, Patterns in Spring Overcoats
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Emery in the leg, disabling him. Brophy then unlocked the cells of Johnson, Bradley, Williams and John Miller with his improvised key.
They then broke out one of the bars
of the window that had been sawed
nearly through and using Emery's
body as a shield, Brophy and Williams
forced their way into the prison yard.
They were seen and challenged hy a
guard on the walls and Brophy answered by a fusilade of bullets.
The guard returned the fire, shooting Brophy through the head. John
son attempted to follow Williams and
Brophy through the window and was
snot ana Kinea Dy anomer guara.
Williams in' the meantime had
reached the shelter f the walls and
was lighting the fuse attached to five
sticks of dynamite whiclh he had
placed against the wall, when he was
seen by Warden Tynan, who shot him
in the leg.
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Suits

!

)

This new season is a lively one in the variety of

weaves and patterns we can offer you. Grays seem
to lead; plain grays, checks, stripes; plaids, all sorts of
mixtures; also many new browns and tans, and a big
range of good blues in all patterns. You'll find something good to fit your taste and your ideas of style.
The Spring overcoats are also exceptionally interesting. We have many new models to choose from;
some very smrt new fabrics that will please you.
SUITS, $20 to $50 OVERCOATS $16.50 to $40.

round unhurt in the cell house
locked up.
Brophy had evidently planned
attempt some time ago as the
with wtoich he opened the cells
of intricate design and must
taken many weeks to make.

fa

CENSUS IN ONE OF FOUR
ALASKA DISTRICTS COMPLETED
Seattle, Wash., April 27. W. M.
chief special agent of the
United States census bureau for Alaska, arrived from Alaska having completed the census enumeration in one
of the four districts of the territory.
This district extends from the Alaska
range to the Arctic ocean and from a
line drawn through Kokrine, on the
Yukon, east to the Canadian frontier.
The enumeration was begun Decem
ber 1 and completed April 10. The
enumerators traveled thousands of
miles with dog sleds, and frequently a
Warden. Tynan and Guard Russell ' whole day's journey was required to
then rushed to the cell house where get a single name.
they found Bradley hiding in an empty j
cell with a bullet wound in the abdo-- !
Experienced bookkeeper and general
men.
It has not been ascertained office woman desires position. Z New
how Bradley was hurt. Miller was Mexican.

D

We ought to tell you something more about our new hats for Spring;
some new blocks that make taste-an- d
headfitting easier than ever.
In fine neckwear also the variety is almost bewildering; the only man
who can't find neckwear to suit him in our stock is the man who doesn't
wear a necktie at all.
Pine shirts, fine hosiery, gloves
Spring and Summer underwear;
we cm supply any man with the
things he wears, as tine as you
want.

j'

h

Received the lisghesi award
at Chicago V orld's Fair

OU'LL BE DISTINGUISHED FOR YOUR
AP
PEARANCE IN ANY COMPANY YOU'RE SEEN IN, IF WE PUT
the clothes on you. We have the styles here that you want; they're
such clothes as you don't find any wheree'se in this town. They're made exclu
sivelyforus by HART SCHAFFMER & MARX
and that's all the argument you ought to need. These
are about the only clothes now that you can depend
on to be strictly
and that's important to
you to know if you consider it important to get value
for your money.
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Escalante to Open May -The
comniencement ex- music
thJ
fop
calante hotel at La my, is rapidly near- - ercises which are to take
place in
It was lit up last
ing completion.
evening and was greatly admired by about thirty-fivgirls and is developpassengers to Santa Fe. It is pro- a
into
noteworthy
organization wiing
posed to throw open this latest and
most unique of Harvey eating houses lder the leadership of Miss Matilde
Alonso, supervisor of music in the city
on May 1.
schools, who is devoting her time and
Postmaster Receives
Flag Post- .talent to it gratutiously. Miss Alonso
master js. u. iiurKe nas receiver trom jg weU pJeased with
interest the
Uncle Sam a handsome national flag
,n th dub and fees
tak,
jrls
with the 4G stars on it and will float
repaid for her efforts ill coach- it from the pastoffice building as soon amply
them.
as he can get a carpenter to erect a ing
flag pole. When New Mexico and Arizona are admitted Mr Burke will see TWO CONVICTS KILLED
TWO OTHERS WOUNDED.
that two new stars are promptly j
added.
Colorado Penitentiary at Canon City
Special Feature cf Glee Club Con-- ;
Scene of Desperate Break for
cert Among the features of the con- Liberty by Prisoners.
cert at the high school assembly room
Friday evening, the second to be given
Canon City, Colo., April 27 Two
under the auspieces of the High convicts were killed and two others
School Glee Club, will be a piano solo and a
guard were wounded in a des.
by Miss Ethel Church, a vocal solo perate attempt of prisoners to escape
by Alan R. McCord, and a violin solo from tne state penitentiary here last
by Rogers Fiske. The glee club will jniglit. The dead are: Harry Brophy,
sing five or six numbers, including the and Andrew Johnson. The wounded:
popular Spanish song, "La Paloma."
John Bradley, W. J. Williams, and Cell
The Mercury is Still Soaring It House Keeper Emery.
was .2 degrees yesterday afternoon! When Emery threw the lever open-anr
today there is a 'feeling that sum- - ing the doors of the cell house to
is nigh.
The light clothes nut the members of the prison
seems to be ready for inaugu- - chestra at 8:30 last night, Brophy,
'.ration and the fair sex has already who had filed a key to his cell, jumped
started the shirtwaist and stock tie. into the corridor, drew a revolver he
,The minimum was 40 degrees yester- - had concealed in his blankets and shot
1-
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This store is the home of Hart
Schaflxer & Marx clothes.

Copyright
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